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TURKEY

Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission

Terms of Reference

1. The mission will review the implementation of the January 1980 reforms

and the changes that have occurred in the policy orientation of the Turkish

government. It will analyze the measures taken so far, and proposed to be

taken in the future, in various policy areas which have relevance for

industrial development and international trade in goods and services.

Emphasis will be given to policy actions that may be taken over a period of 4-

5 years in developing a medium-term industrialization and trade strategy.

The Tasks of the Mission

2. The tasks of the mission will include reconnaissance in regard to

macro-relationships that will provide a framework for the discussion of policy

issues. Estimates will be made of recent and prospective future changes in

macro-economic variables, including the gross national product, employment,

the money supply, government receipts and expenditures, exports, imports, and

other items in the balance of payments. Past data and future projections on

output, exports, and imports will be generated in sectoral detail that permits

the consideration of the possible impact of policy changes on industry and

trade.

3. The mission will review the system of import protection and export

incentives. The review will concern relative incentives to import

substitution and exports, incentives to manufacturing as compared to primary

protection, and the variability of incentives among industries. It will

further examine the instruments of import protection and export incentives,

with a view to indicating the possibilities for replacing quantitative import

restrictions by tariffs and the appropriate choice of export incentives.
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4. A review of investment incentives will be undertaken, covering domestic

as well as foreign investment, with consideration given to the administrative

regulations pertaining to the latter. The possible bias in the incentive

system favoring capital-intensive over labor-intensive activities and large-

scale enterprises over small-and medium-scale firms will also be

investigated. The analysis will further extend to regional incentives and to

obstacles to regional development.

5. The choice of capital-intensive industries and production processes is

affected by the system of income and social security taxation that bears on

industrial development and trade in general. The mission will evaluate the

possible effects of the recent and prospective reforms of these taxes. It

will further examine the proposed reforms of indirect taxes and their

incentive effects.

6. The capital intensity of production is also influenced by the level and

structure of interest rates, which affect the availability of investible funds

and the process of financial intermediation. The mission will analyze

relevant issues in the financial sector including the recent interest rate

reform, the structure and the competitiveness of the banking system, the

sectoral allocation of loans, and the availability of medium-and long-term

financing, with a view to gauging their potential impact on industry and

trade.

7. The mission will review the development of the industrial structure in

Turkey. This will involve an examination of the institutional framework in

which manufacturing industries operate and of the factors affecting the growth

of productivity, such as research and development and labor training.

Information will also be obtained on the development of private and public

industries, including data on output, employment, factor intensity, the
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relative importance of domestic and foreign markets, technology, costs, and

profitability. The data will be used to examine the efficiency of private and

public enterprises and to consider the prospects for exports and import

substitution in a comparative advantage framework.

8. Within the manufacturing sector, the mission will analyze in some

detail the possibilities for the expansion of engineering industries and

mineral-based chemicals in Turkey. This will involve a consideration of

factors, such as scale, product specialization, technology, capital-intensity,

labor training, international subcontracting, and marketing in general.

Attention will further be given to the possibilities for foreign investment

and for Bank projects in these industries.

9. As regards manufacturing enterprises in the public sector, the mission

will focus on the influences that hinder efficient operations in general and

the expansion of exports in particular. This will involve examining existing

incentives and constraints for the SEEs, the system of management, and the

character of interventions by the central authorities.

10. The mission will analyze the development prospects of agro-industries

and the agricultural sector in general, with particular emphasis on export

growth and comparative advantage. Consideration will be given to the

incentives affecting agricultural production and food processing, as well as

to institutional arrangements and the availability of cooperative factors.

The potential contribution of foreign investment in food processing will

further be investigated.

11. The mission will examine recent trends and prospective developments in

tourism, taking account of Turkey's comparative advantages in this sector. It

will further examine the potential impact of the sector on the balance of

payments and evaluate its investment requirements. Finally, the possible role
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of private and foreign investors and the system of government incentives in

tourism will be assessed.
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The Composition of the Mission

1. Bela Balassa, (DRC) Mission Chief confirmed

2. Jayanta Roy, (EM2) Deputy Mission Chief confirmed
industrial structure

3. Seok Hyun Hong, (EM2) macroeconomics confirmed

4. Jose da Silva Lopes financial sector confirmed
(consultant)

5. Sheetal K. Chand, (IMF) investment incentives confirmed

6. Michael Noel, (YP) incentives in private industry confirmed

7. Martin Wolf (EPD) incentives in public industry confirmed

8. Turgut Ogmen (Consultant) mineral based chemical exports to be
confirmed

9. H. S. Sethi (IPD) engineering industries confirmed

10. Pasquale Scandizzo, (AGR) agricultural exports confirmed

11. C. Swamy (EPD) exports of processed food confirmed

12. Isabelle Girardot-Berg (AGR) agriculture and processed food confirmed

13. David Davis (URB) tourism confirmed

14. Bank staff member secretary to be
confirmed



April 30, 1981

Mr. Jacob H. Myorsn
OECD
2, rue Add6-Pascal
Paris-XVIe
Frane

Dear Mr. Myerson:

As I indic.ted to you earlier, I am leading a Back mission to
Turkey in mid May. I will lesve Wasbington on May 15tb and return Jue 6tb.

There has been a chage in my plans inamuch as I mow plan to come
to Paris at the and of my mission rather than at the beginning. I hope that
this change In dates will be convenient for you. The World Bank's Paris
offie will call you to arrange a meeting on June 5th. A copy of my Terms
of Reference is selosed. Copees are sent also to Messrs. Aderson and
Marris whom I would also like to most on June 5th.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Rela Ralasa

cci Mesrs. Marris and Asdavseu



April 30, 1981

Hotel Scandinavia
27 rue do Tournou
Paris 6
Frane

Chere Madame:

Je vous prie de bien Youloir me retenir une chambre du

4 au 6 juin. J'arriverai le 4 juto vers minuit at repartirsi le 6 juin

dane la matinee.

En attenant estr rtnsa ja vaus pria de crolr*, Chlv* Madame,

Bola Balas$*

cc: Mrs. Ponabon



Travel Offie April 30, 1981

Bela Balassa

I will be I*Mding a mission of 13 people to Ankara Gn May 17.
Please reserve a large suite for me where mission meetings could be held.
at the Buyuk Ankara hotel.

BBalassarnc



April 27, 1981

Monsieur Yves Berthtlat
Direteur de la recherche
Centre de developpement do V'000E
94 rue Lagahe
75016 Paris
France

Dear Yves*

in reference to our telephone conversation I confirm that I am

prepared to undertake the substantive editing on the second volue with
the copy editing for English style to be deae by someoe else and reviewed

by me. While I hope to do this in ton days, I prefer that the contract be

given for tvalve days. Incidentally, In the contract I am presently complet-
ing, T an spending more tive than originally expected, Tis is due to the
fact that giving instructions to the tomntry authos has prmmed to be a time
consusmg task. I enclose wy comments on the Portugal and Ivory Coast
studies; coaments an the Brazil study vill be sent to you within a week.

T further enclose the prefae to my book on newly-induatrialising
countries, which will be published by Pargahma Press in June. I understand,
however, that your decision on Perean ress wil depend an thtir publishing
a set of books for the Centre, not only our volume.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosures Bela Balassa

cc. 'Mr. Barsny

P~.I do not PlAn to eage you for extra days worked under the prsent
contract. Havee, I wisb to assId understtaating wy tise roquire-
umts under the snx cewtsimt.



The World Bank / 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433. U.SA * Telephone: (202) 477-1234 Cables: INTBAFRAD

April 23, 1981

Mr. Abel Mateus
Research Department
Banco de Portugal
Av. de Republica 57-60
1094 Lisboa Codex
Portugal

Dear Mr. Mateus:

I provide below some comments on the revision of Parts I and II of your
study. These comments supplement my memorandum of April 8, 1981.

I have only a few comments on Chapters I and II of Part I; they are
contained in the enclosure. Chapter III is very interesting but it contains
too many numbers per page. Also, in interpreting the effects of policy
responses, keep in mind that the estimates shown for a particular year refer
to changes as compared to the "1972" average; to obtain year-to-year changes,
differences in the estimates for successive years should be taken.

The conclusions need strengthening. Apart from the use of the various
indicators referred to in Para. 9 of my memo, you should draw the lessons of
the post-Revolutionary experience and indicate your expectations as to policy
responses to the 1979-80 oil shock.

There are too many tables in Part I. Apart from the "standard" table
described in my memo, I suggest that you retain Tables 1, 6, and 7 that
provide interesting additional information and incorporate real exchange rate
calculations made by using production cost data in the exchange rate table.
In presenting the estimates in the "standard" tables, dollar figures without
decimals should be used. In all tables, as well as in the text, percentages
should be shown *ith one decimal.

Part II shows the results of a considerable amount of research but it is
too detailed and contains too many tables. Also, it needs to be reorganiied
in accordance with the outline contained in my memo. Some general comments on
individual chapters follow.

Chapter 1 is far too long and contains too much data, nor does it belong
in Part II. It should rather come, in a shortened form (3-5 pages), as an

introduction to the entire volume and should include no more than two summary
tables, giving data on changes in aggregate expenditures savings rates, ICOR,
and the sectoral composition of GYP. The section on the post-Revolution
period should be included in the conclusions to Part I.



Chapter 2 does not belong to Part II of the volume either. It could be
included, in a greatly abbreviated form, in the introduction to the entire
volume. In this way, the information relating to the pre-1973 period will
precede the analysis of the post-1973 period. Retain Tables 11 and 12 in a
combined and abbreviated form. In view of space limitations, the other tables
should be omitted.

Chapter 3 provides some interesting discussion of the relationship
between domestic resource cost ratios, private profitability, export

- performance, and capital-labor ratios. Provide in a single table the data for
these variables and calculate rank correlation coefficients for eich pair.
However, delete all tables providing information on input coefficients. Also,
only direct DRCs should be reported.

It is not made clear if the tariffs used in calculating nominal and
effective protection rates pertain to all imports. My understanding is that
lower tariffs apply to irports from the EEC and EFTA. Protection rates for
these imports should be calculated and their relative importance indicated.
Also, in the discussion, more emphasis should be given to changes in
protection rates between 1974 and 1977.

Please check the calculation of the rank correlation coefficient between
ERPs and DRCs. The result seems to be too low in view of the relatively few
adjustments made. But, if the result is correct, more attention should be
given to explaining differences for particular product groups.

Table 3.14 should include information on imports under surcharge in
effect in 1977 that is used in earlier tables. In turn, Table 3.15 needs
clarification and the extent of import restrictions on consumer goods should
be discussed in detail in the text. This should be done before the estimates
on effective protection are presented.

In Chapter 4, investment incentives should be discussed before you get to
the allocation of investment. At the same time, the earlier rebate system as
well as the new, integrated system of fiscal and financial incentives should
be criticized from the economic point of view.

On the allocation of investment, delete the detailed tables on the
structure of manufactured investments and replace them by a table indicating
changes over time in the relative importance of public and private investment
and in the sectoral composition of public investment. As regards the Sines
complex, some of the estimates of the internal rate of return are of doubtful
validity and the discussion should also cover the economics of the investment
in steel. At the same time, you should avoid giving the impression that a
gain in foreign exchange is additional to the internal rate of return; the
latter should take account of the scarcity of foreign exchange by including a
shadow exchange rate in the calculations. On the whole a more critical
analysis of the Sines complex is warranted; in this connection I enclose, on a
confidential basis,my comments on an earlier version of the Bank report on
public investment in Portugal.

I further enclose the paper on the three Latin American countries
referred to in my memo. Finally, in a week or so, I will send you our
calculations of policy responses to external shocks in Portugal that provides



estimates until 1978. Our calculations do not include tourism and workers'

remittances. While there may be differences between your and our basic 
data,

feel free to use your own when you consider them 
more appropriate.

Finally, I would like to ask you to pay particular attention 
to English

style. Also, as the volume is destined for a wide audience, 
great clarity in

the expressions used is necessary.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosures Bela Balassa

P.S. I was sorry to hear that you are not coming to the 
Fund after all.



Comments on Portugal Study

Bela Balassa

PART I

Introduction

p. 1 It is not clear what period the growth rates refer to.

I. External Shocks

p. 3 The expression "terms of trade effect" should be used to refer to the
sum of the pure terms of trade effect and the unbalanced trade or inflation
effect. These effects should be related to the average value of trade and to
GNP, both expressed in "1972" prices.

pp. 3-5 The discussion of terms of trade effects should be clarified and
terms of trade effects for merchandise export trade and for tourism and
workers' remittances separately considered. Indicate further the method of
calculation used for the latter.

pp. 6-7 Discuss volume effects for merchandise exports as well as for tourism
and workers' remittances, indicating the method of calculation used for the
latter.

p. 6 Do not include formulas in text.

p. 7 The effects of the loss of colonies on exports is measured by changes
in export market shares and should be discussed at a later point.

p. 7 Changes in the prices of intermediate products should be discussed in
conjunction with terms of trade effects.

II. Policy Responses to External Shocks

p. 9 Note that additional net external financing is defined as the
difference between the actual and the trend value of the resource gap.

p. 10 All figures should be expressed in million dollars; do not use
decimals. In turn, use one decimal for percentage changes.

p. 13 Give reasons for gains in EEC markets and for losses in EFTA markets
and in the United States.

III. The Policies Applied

p. 16 One cannot speak of spectral analysis in this context.

p. 16 Again, the reference to "the deterioration of the terms of trade and
the pure price effect" is misleading. Also, there should be a transition in
the discussion between changes over time and data for the latest year.

p. 18 Give full citation of your paper.
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p. 21 Loss to firms should be expressed in U.S. dollars or as a percentage
of GNP.

p. 21 Is illegal construction estimated in Portugal?

p. 21 Inventories could not have decreased by 120 percent.

p. 21 Again, the footnote should contain full citation.

p. 22 The reference to distortion associated with a high consumption share
should be clarified.

p. 24 A 3 percent reduction in M2 is not large.

p. 24 The "existing financial distortions" were not discussed earlier.

p. 25 Reference to basic balance should be deleted.

p. 30 Delete comparisons with Latin American countries and references to
Carter.

p. 33 For 1980, actual data should be used.

Conclusions

p. 34 External shocks should be expressed in terms of average figures for
the entire period.

Part II

1. The Seventies and the Sixties: the Balance of Two
Decades of Economic Growth

p. 1 We can hardly speak of a take-off in the early sixties in Portugal
that was already a middle-income country at the time. Rather, reference
should be made to the pre-conditions of rapid econanic growth.

p. 1 I doubt that the increase in real savings is explained by the growth
of financial intermediation.

p. 1 Per capita incomes should be given in the constant prices of a recent
year; data for the early sixties should also be provided.

p.- 2 The escudo was not devalued-in the first half of the sixties.

p. 5 How was the remainder of the trade deficit covered? Portugal
accumulated reserves in 1972 and 1973.

p. 6 The statement about the decline of competitiveness relates to exports
rather than to imports.

pp. 7-8 The low incremental capital-output ratio shows the success of
Portuguese economic policies.
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p. 9 The experience of 1970-73 should not be discussed in the section on
the post-Revolutionary period.

p. 10 The question needs to be raised if the emphasis on heavy industry has
not been overdone.

p. 11 Increase in agricultural productivity will also contribute to
employment by creating demand for nonagricultural goods.

2. Outward-Looking and Inward-Looking Policies: Factors of Industrial Growth

See general comments.

3. Measures of Economic Efficiency, Comparative Advantages
and Costs of Protection

p. 17 No need to provide discussion of general equilibrium, and formulas for
estimating DRC.

p. 22 The value of labor's marginal productivity in agriculture should be
indicated.

p. 25 It is not clear why one should calculate with a real rate of
devaluation of 4 percent a year. Also, references to the Chakravarty-Solow
type model should be clarified.

p. 28 Provide the basis for the assumption that the shadow exchange rate
was 20 percent above the official exchange rate in Portugal. This will
require a consideration of the structure of protection.

p. 38 Reference to Schydlowsky and to Bhagwati-Srinivasan should be
omitted. Do not report "Schydlowsky-rates."

p. 46 The protective effects of previous registration should be discussed
in some detail.

4. Investment Incentives Policies in Portugal

p. 53 The last sentence on the page is unfinished.

p. 54 It does.not appear that Portugal would have a comparative advantage
in the production of fertilizers given the high import cost of energy.

p. 65 The drawback system should be described in more detail.



Yr. 'ceFe Toel, Ypp April 27, 1l91

Pele FelasSa, tpC

Corernts on Ivory Coast Study

1. Your psner provires a pood hasis for Part I of the study or the Ivnry

Coast. Apart fror addin estloates for 197A, it needs a more extenrive

eiscusrior of the halance-of-payments effects of external shocks and of the

policy responses to these shocls. You rey pattern your discussion on ry

Pclicy responses to Prternal shocks in Felected Latin Ax-cerican CourtrieE,"

O-ich discusses the estirater in preater detail and analyses each of the four

for's of policy responses separately.

7. The discussion of the policies applie? is fine but you should provide

orly a surrary treetmrent of inport protection, export prot-otion, arn

irvestrrt Ircentiver in Chapter 3 vs their detEilee analysis hclor.r to
Chapters 5, 6, one 7 in Part IT. At the sare tine, in the later chpters, you

rhcule rive ?reatcr detail on charres in the incentive syste than vhait you

hive at present, with te'ular inforcation provided whenever avwilable.

?. As noted in ry recorardun ented Arri3 F, there is need for &

cercludlnp. chapter which provides an overall surnary and evalustior of the

results. In this connectior, it should he erpl'osized that while the

decelcrztion of econoric proutIh represents an irrediate response to erternal
rhcch-e, the CVP groiwth rate for the period as a whole and, in particular, for
176-79, becores an indicator of the success of economic policies.

L. Arvrt frnr chanes in the incentive vste- you should aralyse in Pirt

II chang'es in the investrent preprsn in response to external shocks. This

v11- -r fc3io< ehy detailed enlvysis of the food procesrin4 and tertile
sectors.



Cor-m tr or Tvcr: Coprt Fti?v

r.-rtI

p. 2 TDTtc 7!&cus-ior CI retloncloIy.

p. 3 rifferenccr betwccr pure ters of tra'e effectc ar' ulnblprcee trde

efftcts slould Le notee.

r. 5r-Icur' e rport vnluoc effects I. reppre to irlivieu al cercoitic as

rorroeity proups.

. 1T'rnlte cainm of acturl to hypothetIcpl retics for cyports.

p.6 After 1F75, there were -ro further Irrort cavinr- !ue tc the

dercie't!in of conro: ic prcvth, raither tl-e cpno5tc; yotr-to-yoer chrrer crc

rensire Iby clrtir. 'ifferenceE bfitwcr estirrte' valurr for Fuccctiw

yc PI..

r. 0 Tn lfrf -, the ertiretes of Tae'Is I cr 7, rrcte chovle 1e tat-cr. of

thc (iffprrrcr betvecr the actua] end the trcr: value of the rerource .

r. 1C Chorr"s in vcIr.,,c rntcs are t'ot jurt "curtailt?" hut total!W

eclt'er? vithin the rrarc 7coe.

r. ryp rhlfr tie operetlor, of tle Trerc Zone re' the role of t.e TCr'.

. T Pevise/ ertp for 1070 epe IcPC shoule ho use:1.

1, 's Frv;,I, the cmposItior of the CEAO Pne the CrprAr ane the rues

u-c'cr d.ec they operpte.

p. 1L Arc!-Iert, net arOivstc.

r. lk Fteter.crt en Irport licenvirp iq uncleer.

. Are tlere Iry exoprt st-lieIes?
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PREFACE

The existence of considerable diversity among developing economies has

been increasingly recognized. Within this group, the newly-industrializing

countries have assumed considerable importance in the world economy over

the last fifteen years. In several industries, they have become competi-

tors of the developed countries in the markets of these countries as welT

as in third markets.

This volume of essays places the newly-industrializing countries in

the context of the changing patterns of industrial development and world

trade. The essays examine the interdependence of countries at different

levels of economic development through trade, evaluate the policies fol-

lowed, and consider policy measures that may be taken to exploit the

benefits of international specialization and to attain high rates of econo-

mic growth.

The introductory essay provides an overview of the process of indus-

trial development and alternative development strategies. It is followed

by the essays of Part I that analyze the external shocks suffered by the

newly-industrializing developing countries after 1973 and their policy re-

sponses to these shocks; examine the implications of the trade policies

of the developed countries and of the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade

Negotiations for the developing countries; investigate the changing pat-

tern of comparative advantage in manufactured goods and the effects of

these changes on employment in the developed countries; and review recent

and prospective future trends in trade in manufactured goods between de-

I
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vel.oped and developing countries.

The essays of Part II examine the policies applied by selected newly-

industrializing countries following the oil crisis and the world recession,

and review their economic plans and projections. Recommendations are further

made on economic policies for the future.

The essay on Greece and two essays each on Korea and Taiwan were pre-

pared as policy advisory reports for the governments concerned and are pub-

lished with their concurrence. The essays on Brazil, Portugal, Turkey,

and Hungary were written in response to invitations by national institutions;

they were originally published in conference volumes or academic journals.

The essays of Part I also first appeared in academic journals while the in-

troductory essay was published in the Princeton Essays of International

Finance. Permission for publication to all concerned is gratefully acknow-

ledged.

The author further wishes to express his appreciation to government

officials and economists in the individual countries for their interest and

support and to the World Bank under whose auspices all the essays of the

volume, except the one on Greece, were prepared. However, the essays ex-

press the opinions of the author and should not be interpreted to re-

flect the views of particular governments or the World Bank.

Bela Balassa



Mr. Michel Nel, YPP April 27, 1981

Bela Ralassa, DRC

Comments on Ivory Coast Study

1. Your paper provides a good basis for Part I of the study on the Ivory
Coast. Apart from adding estimates for 1978, it needs a more extensive
discusion of the belasce-of-paymnt effects of external shocks and of the
policy responses to these shocks. You say pattern your discussion on my
"P*.Ucy Responses to Exteral Shocks in Selected Latin American Countries,"
which disouse the estiates In Sreater detail and aalyses each of the four
forms of policy responses separately.

2. The discussion of the policies applied Is five but you should provide
only a sumy teatmnt of Import protection, export promotion, and
Investment Incentives In Chapter 3 as their detailed analysis belongs to
Chapters 5, 6, and 7 In Part 11. At the am* tie. In the later chapters, you
should give greater detai on carages In the Incentive system tha what you
have at pesent, with tabular information provided vbenever available.

3. A* noted in my mmorandum dated April 8, there is need for a
concluding chapter which provides an overall summary and evaluation of the
results. In this cometion, it should be emphaesed that while the
deceleration of economic growth represents an immediate response to external
shocks, the MWP growth rate for the period as a whole and, In particular, for
1976-79, becomes on indicator of the suess of eonomic policies.

4. Apart from changes in the Incntive system you sbould analyyia In Part
11 cbenges in the investment program in response to etena shocks. This
will be followed by detailed analysis of the food proessing and textile
9*ctors*



Comments *,a Ivor Coast StudZ

p. 2 Delete discusion of methodlolgy.

p* 3 Differences between puro terms of trade effeets and unbalanced trade
effecs should be noted.

p. 3 Dscunss export volue effect* In regard to Individual commodities and
comoedity groups.

P*S Indicate maning of actual to hypothetical ratios for exports.

P. 6 After 1975, there war* no further Import savings due to the
deceleration of eonomic growth, rather the opposite; year-to-year charges are
masursed by calculating differences between estiated values for escessive
years.

P. a To link up the estimates of Tables I arA 2, note should be taken of
the differece between the actual and the trend valto of the resoure gap*

P, 10 Changes In exchange rates are not just "curtailed" but totally
excluded within the Fanc Zone.

P. 10 Rxplain the operation of the Franc Zone and the role of the SC MO

P. 11 Itevisod data for 1979 and 1980 should be used.

P. 13 Explain the composition of the CRAO and the C00MAO and the rules
under which they operate.

p. 14 Arabic&, not &robust&.

p. 14 Statement an import lienig to aMeloar.

P.15 Are there &my export subsidies?



April 27, 1981

Mr. Cutler
Pergamon Pres Ltd.
Fairview Park
Elmsford, Now York

Dear Mr. Cutler:

In reference to our telephone conversation I include a suggested
blurb for the book. If you fid it too long you ay wish to end the
seond sentence with the words "mrld trade." You %&y also wish to make

chagesto inpov th stle.Hoever, plewse check a'y changes with me.

I further enclose another co"y of the photograph that will be
used on the cover. As I mentioned to you on the phono, I am axius that
the photo should show the details s this was done In publishing It in the
World Bank Reqwrt which I earlier sent you.

Yours sineely,

ee4 Mr. Kellogg



THE NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZING COUNTRIES
IN THE WORLD ECONOMY

Bela Balassa

This volume is unique in its focus on the newly-industrializing

countries and in its combination of comparative analysis and

Individual country studies. The COMPARATIVE ESSAYS place the

newly-industrializing countries in the context of the changing

patterns of industrial development and world trade, examine the

economic interdependence of countries at different levels of

development, and provide a critical evaluation of the policies

applied..

The COUNTRY ESSAYS analyze the development strategies of BRAZIL,

PORTUGAL, GREECE, TURKEY, HUNGARY, KOREA, and TAIWAN and make

recommendations for future policies. The author, Professor of

Political Economy at the Johns Hopkins University and Consultant

at the World Bank, has wide experience as a policy adviser to

developing countries)including those covered in the volume.

SERIOUS STUDENTS of world economy cannot afford to be without this

definitive contemporary study of the newly industrializing countries.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFAQC ou\4MORANDUMMr. Demetrious Papageorg0 1 u April 27, 1981
TO:

Bela Balassa, DRC DATE:

FROM:
JAMAICA: The Manufacturing Sector

SUBJECT:

1. Your draft report provides some useful information on the Jamaican
manufacturing sector. At the same time, an analysis of export performance
would be necessary. From Table 4, it appears that manufactured exports
outside the CARICOM area hardly changed in dollar terms in recent years and adecline is shown if we exclude food, beverages, and tobacco (mainly rhum).
The decline is even larger if the data are adjusted for price changes. Thus,the devaluation does not appear to have led to increases in Jamaica's non-
CARICOM exports.

2. The latter result would require explanation. You should also deal
with the question of trade diversion from non-CARICOM to CARICOM markets.
Finally, the possibilites of increased exports from existing capacity would
need to be examined. The discussion is rather vague on this point and I doubt
that "the low rate of investment in manufacturing in the seventies has caused
a considerable reduction in the capital stock of manufacturing and thus in
employment" (p. 15).

3. There is some confusion about equilibrium and parity exchange
rates. Adjusting for the difference between the actual and the free trade
exchange rate will reduce rather than increase the estimated extent of
protection. At the same time, the free trade exchange rate has nothing to do
with the parity exchange rate, since the latter shows changes in
competitiveness as compared to a base period.

4. The base period chosen for the calculation of the parity exchange
rate should be one of balance-of-payments equilibrium. The year 1975 will
therefore not be appropriate, -given that it was a peak deficit year. Shouldyou use 1973 instead, it will be apparent that the 1980 exchange rate
appreciated in real terms, thereby reducing Jamaica's competitiveness. But
you may have to go back to earlier years to find a situation of balance-of-
payments equilibrium.

5. The finding that the competitiveness of Jamaican export declined ascompared to the early 1970s should be utilized as an argument in favor of
establishing a parallel exchange market. Note further that establishing aparallel market would have the advantage of simplicity in administration, ascompared to some of the measures you consider. But, free access to imported
inputs should be extended to all exporters even if the parallel market is
instituted.

6. Among the other measures you recommend, the cash subsidy has a
budgetary cost that cannot be taken lightly. Such is not the case for foreign
exchange retention. At the same time, exporters should be given the right to
sell the retained foreign exchange. In countries with foreign exchange and
budgetary difficulties, this has been a favored device to provide subsidy to
exporters without burdening the budget.

cc: Messrs. Gonzalez-Cofino, LC2; A. Meyer, LC2; Westphal, DED

BBalassa:nc
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April 24, 1981

Mr. Peter RAshish
Wolfson College
Oxford OX2 6UD
England

Dear Peter,

The French counter-conference an the U.S. economy will take plae
on September 10-11. 1 a writing today to one of the orgenizors, Christian
Stoffaes asking if you could participate. He should contact you directly on
this.

I enclose a copy of the French version of my paper which appeared
in C mentaire. The English version will be delay, I am afraid, due to Dick
Erb's busy schedule. Lat time I saw him, he spoke vaguely about publication
in a few months.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosgre Bela Balassa

In#

Xvb'
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April 24, 1981

Professor D. J. Daly
York University
Faculty of Administrative Studies
4700 Kelle Street
Downsview, Ontario J 2R6

Dear Professor Daly:

I am sorry to say that I do not have aestiates on effectie rte
reflecting the effects of the Tok"e rotnd. You may, however, write to
Jan Tumlir at GATT who might have prepared such an astimata.

Your* sincerely,



April 24, 1981

Monsieur Christian Stoffas
Miuistere de V'industrie
Centre d'Stude et de Wsvision
101, rue de Grenelle
75700 Paris
Frane

Dear Christian,

-Thank you f or your letter of April lot and the asnse. I am
gad to see that the date of the Conference has been set for Septoatker 10-11,
when my teaching will not have yet started.

I hope that you ae not saerios In asking for a prelimiarmy draft
of the paper by May lot and for a final draft by July lat, 1981. 1 vould
ertainly not be able to cemplete the French valotn of the paper for distri-
bution befoe July. Hoevser, I will have it traslated into Preah at the
'World Bank.

I think that the program is excellent and you have succeeded n 
getting together a responsible group of pwmple. I wti miss, howmwer, having
a genaun *'supply-lider." I enclose a clipping that emeonems Norma Ture,
the Under Secretary for Tax and Economic Policy at the Treasury, wbo womld
be an exeent an* didate.

You may recall that PeAf Rashish was ssisting Dick Erb at the
AEI Conference. He is now studying at Oxford and wmsad like to have the
opportunity to participate at the Paris Conferene. Peter has dozo a vey
good job at the AEI and I think that he deserves to be given this opiortunityl,
It would orily involve a letter indicating that ta is fre to tome to the
Conference. His address is, Woglea Colleg*, Oxford OX2 6TUD, Ragland.

Yours sinersely,

Encloure 314084



**

Mr. David W. Bork, EM April 24, 19'81

Bela Salassa, 1RC

Terms of Reference

I enclose 5 copies of the proposed Terms *f--Refer ee to my mission
for sending to the Tursh authorities, In the covering letter please note
that we will be arriving on May 17th, Sunday ond would like to have the
fist meeting with governmt officials the next morning. Also Individual
appoiantm for the mission membes should bo ade starting the afternoon
of the same day. I plan to send sw=e additional details on appointment
requirements in a fewr days.

Enclosures#



April 24, 1981

Mr. Antonio C. Lempruber
Director-Chafe
Centro de Estudos Monetarios
e de Economis Internacional

Rmndagao Getulie Vargas
Praia de Botafogo, 190 -- 9
CEP. 22250
Rio de Janeiro, RJ
Brazil

Dear Mr. Lemgruber :

I have been delayed with a variety of things and will not got
to sending yo my coeaats on the revision of your study until next year.
I enclose a copy of the paper "Policy Responses to External Shocks in
Selew-ted Latin American Cenmtries"* as well as a print-out of our estimate
for Brazil for the years 1974 to 1978. This should permit you to extend
your own estimates until 1978.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures Bela Balassa



April 24, 1981

Professor Meakerren Bic
Professor of Xcenomica
Istanbul University
Faculty of Ecomnais
Institute of Eonomic Develoenat
Istanbul
Turkey

Dear Professor Hie t

Thank you for your letter of April 7tb. In the meantime, I have received
ements on yewr questigemmir from three of my collaborators, all of whom
have experience in devising and utilizing questionnaires fer effective
protection-doesatic resoure cost cstculatos.

I would like to emphasize that these comments ae designed to help you
but you should decid on how yea will take oceeomt of them. As noted below, I
ayself disgree with several of the commens. ..Also, some of the suggestions
involve obtaining information which might not bie necessay in the Turkish
context. Sa geneale comments follow.

1. 1 tend to agree with the suggestion made by Papagoorgiou that a
separate questionare be used to obtain Information of' a nqatitative
nature. The ue of such questionnaires has proved helpful in Interpreting the
estimates and preparing the overall analysis and evaluation Inl studios on
other countries. I enclose a copy of a questionnaire designed for a study of
exporting firms. This explans thi',etall in Part 1. Hwesver, many of the
questions in Part II to IX should be useful in the Turkish context also.

2. Part VI of the questionnaire Inquire* *bout capacity utiliation. Am
noted in your letter of April 7, this is a important issue for Turkey, given
the situation existing in 1980. In order to avoid overstating domestic
resoure costs, it would be necessary to make calculations also by adjusting
for capacity utilization as described in the Mtiehodology I sent you.
Suggestions made In Pursoll's. comments aheald be helpful In this regard.

3. 1 doubt that exports to the USSR or OMOO0N would be of Importance in
Turkey. Thus, the elaborate adjustment suggested by Papagoorgiou and Pursell
may not be necessary.

4. 1 also wonder if subcontratimg In likely to be important In Turkey*,
perhaps one coud deal with te matter by way of the uon-quantitativo
questionnaire. Transactions within the firm wmay also represent a special
Case.



5. 1 agree with Papagoorglou and Purnell that your questionnaire ay beoverly detailed. In fact, all the Information you plan to collect may not benecessary for the calculation, and forthde interpretation, of Incentive anddomestic resource cost measures.

6. As regards Table 3.0.0, 1 agree with Noel that ex factory valuesshould be used, with the exclusion of indirect taxes, but I doubt that exportswould be reportdd on a cif basis as Purnell suggests. At the same time, Idoubt the need for adding domestic transport cost to the elf Import value asPurs*11 appears to suggest.

7. In Table 4,0.0, international price comparisons require obtaiindetailed technical specifications for individual products as recommended byPurnell. He in also correct In pointIrg to the imprtac of suc piccomparisons, and to the difficultes involved. Finally, as Papagergiousuggets, detailed Information on Incentive could be obtained by the use ofthe non-quantitatie questionnaire.

8. Comments made by Papageorgiou and Purnell on Tables 5.0.0, 6.0.0 and7.0.0 are generally correct. I als agree with them that Table 80.0 isoverly lengthy. At the same time, there is need for Information oadministration, selling, and financial costs.

9. Table 9.0.0 is very Important for revaling the capital stock of thefim. Thi would require obtan information on the dates of purchase ofcpital god pror to 1970. Hwsever, as Purnell suggests, one can hardly ask

The World Bank is financing $53,200 out of the total budget of $76,100 1prepared last January; the remaining $22,900 Is to be provided by theGovernment. We are suggesting to the Goverment that the Bak establish adirect contratual relationship with you for the payment of researchers- fees($30,000), office costs ($4,400), and part of the cost of sampling andinterviewing ($18,800 out of $38,900), with the Government financing theremander of the cost of sampling an interviewing ($20,100) as well *a thecost of doesntic travel ($2,800). 1 hope that this to agreeable to you.With beat regards.,

Sincerely yours,

Bela Balassa



WOR JANK 7 INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATi.

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Turkey Mission Members DATE: April 23, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT:
Arrangements for Mission

1. As you have already been informed, a meeting on the pre-mission
issues paper will be held on Monday, April 27th at 10:30. Immediately
following this meeting, I would like to hold a short meeting of the mission
members to discuss preparations for the mission.

2. We are sending today a description of the tasks of the mission (pp.
5-8 of the pre-issues paper) to the Turkish government. I would further like
to ask the government to make arrangements for appointments for the members of
the mission and to provide the necessary data at the time of arrival. Please
give me your requirements next Monday.

3. You should arrive in Turkey on May 17th, Sunday to participate at a
meeting with government officials the next morning. I am asking that
individual appointments be made starting the afternoon of the same day.

4. In preparation for the mission, I suggest that all mission members
read "Turkey: Policies a. d Prospects for Growth, 1980." The red cover version
of this report is exhausted and you should obtain the grey cover version
together with the postscript "Turkey: Policies and Prospects for Growth."
Furthermore, I enclose for your reading "Turkey: Second Structural Adjustment
Loan," March 20, 1981, and my back-to-office and its supplement, January 22,
1980. Finally, you may also wish to get sectoral reports from the Division
that are available in white cover.

Enclosures
BBalassa:nc



Me. Virginia litchcock, IPA April 23, 1991

Bela Bolas*&, DRC

I melose in tvo copies the followlng papers for the Reprint Series.
Th*y ha"* all beon accepted by the Editorial Sub-Cvninittes.

1. "*Growth Policies and the WExhage Rate in Turkey"

2. "Trade In Manufactured Goo" : Patterns of Chunge"

3. "Cawbios an Is divisidn international del trabajo an productoo
sumfcturnado"

4. "La Road& do Toklo y la poison on dosear1ola"

I et1le a letter from aebwn Securities math4rixing the reprinting
of my poper on Turkey. I further entlaise a letter from the Inatituto para Is
Iategratlda do Amderi Latins, giving approval for reprinting all recent and
future Spanish translatione of my paper* published in lategracift Latinesarlesna.
I undarstand that you have a sluilar blanket approval from World Developmant
in vbich my paper listed In 2. above appeared.

As regards your memo of March 26th, I wish to include my "The Newrly
Industrializing Countries after the Oil Crisis" in the Reprint Series. dAmn
the papers using my nethadology on policy reactions to external shocks, this
is of greatest interest. It vill appear in the mext issue of the
Weltvirtsehaftlich" Archly. Permission for reprinting to enclosed.

Enclosures
BB.1"



BANCO INTERAMERICANO DE DESARROLLO

DIRECTOR

Buenos Aires, April 3, 1981

Mr. Bela Balassa
The World Bank
1818 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Balassa:

By means of this letter, INTAL/IDB gives

permission for including in the World Bank Reprint
series all our recent and futureSpanish translations of

your papers published in Integraci6n Latinoamericana,
giving due credit to our publication.

Most cordially yours,

Eduardo R. Conesa

ERC/cgv



MEBAN SECURITIES BROKERAGE and FINANCE CORPORATION
Odakule b Merkezi istikial Caddesi, 286 Beyglu-lstanbul/Turkey

Telephone: 45 86 66-45 5321 Telex: 22685 TRTK TR/22875 ASDI TR

To whom it may concern: 10 April 1981

This is to certify that Pr.Bela Balassa
(currently of the Johns Hopkins University
at-Baltimore, Md.) is fully authorized to
reproduce at his discretion in partial or
complete form, his paper : " Growth Policies
and the Exchange Rate in Turkey ", -which
was delivered at a conference organized by
us on 20-21 July 1979. Professor Balassa
is similarly granted full discretion to have
the said paper reprinted in any publication
that he deems fit, either in partial or
complete form, with the sole condition that
mention be made of the fact that the paper
was initially delivered at the Meban Conference.

Meban
Securities Brokerage

and Finance Corporat'



Dr. H. MUller-Groeling

Institut frWeltwirtschaft 23 Kiel,:dgtx January 5, 1981/mg-w ,
an der Universitdt Kiel Ds'ernbrooker Weg 120/122

Fornruf: (0431) 8841
Durchwahl 88 4/App .2 .Re dak ti on "''"'84AP

Anschriff: 2300 Kiel 1, Postfach 4309
Drahtonschrift: Weltwirtachoft Kiel

Professor
Bela Balassa
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 2o433/USA

Dear Professor Balassa,

We grant permission as requested to include your paper

"The Newly-Industrializing Developing Countries
After the Oil Crisis"

in the Reprint Series of the World Bank under the condition
that Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv is clearly mentioned as
the source of first publication.

Sincerely yours,

Hub rtus M0ller-Grlin



April 23, 1981

Mr. Abel Mateus
Research 1Department
Banco de Portugal
Av. de Republice 57-60
1094 Lisboa Codex
Portugal

Pear Mr. Mateus:

I provide below some comments on the revision of Parts I and IT of your
study. These comments supplement my memorandum of April 8, 1981.

I have only a few comments on Chapters I and IT of Part T; they are
contained in the enclosure. Chapter III is very interesting but it contains
too many numbers per page. Also, in interpreting the effects of policy
responses, keep in mind that the estimates shown for a particular year refer
to changes as compared to the "1972" average; to obtain year-to-year changes,
differences in the estimates for successive years should be taken.

The conclusions need strengthening. Apart from the use of the various
indicators referred to in Para. 9 of my memo, you should draw the lessons of
the post-Revolutionary experience and indicate your expectations as to policy
responses to the 1979-80 oil shock.

There are too many tables in Part I. Apart from the "standard" table
described in my memo, I suggest that you retain Tables 1, 6, and 7 that
provide interesting additional information and incorporate real exchange rate
calculations made by using production cost data in the exchange rate table.
In presenting the estimates in the "standard" tables, dollar figures without
decimals should be used. In all tables, as well as in the text, percentages
should be shown with one decimal.

Part II shows the results of a considerable amount of research but it is
too detailed and contains too many tables. Also, it needs to be reorganized
in accordance with the outline contained in my memo. Some general comments on
individual chapters follow.

Chapter 1 is far too long and contains too much data, nor does it belong
in Part II. It should rather come, in a shortened form (3-5 pages), as an
introduction to the entire volume and should include no more than two summary
tables, giving data on changes in aggregate expenditures savings rates, ICOR,
and the sectoral composition of GNP. The section on the post-Pevolution
period should be included in the conclusions to Part I.



Chapter 2 does not belong to Part TI of the volume either. It could be
included, in a greatly abbreviated form in the introduction to the entire
volume. In this way, the Information relating to the pre-1973 period will
precede the analysis of the post-1973 period. Retain Tables 11 and 12 in a
combined and abbreviated form. In view of space limitations, the other tables
should be omitted.

Chapter 3 provides some interesting discussion of the relationship
between domestic resource cost ratios, private profitability, export
performance, and capital-labor ratios. Provide in a single table the data for
these variables and calculate rank correlation coefficients for each pair.
Powever, delete all tables providing information on input coefficients. Also,
only direct DRCs should be reported.

It is not made clear if the tariffs used in calculating nominal and
effective protection rates pertain to all imports. My understanding is that
lower tariffs apply to imports from the T'TC and FFTA. Protection rates for
these imports should be calculated and their relative importance indicated.
Also, in the discussion, more emphasis should be given to changes In
protection rates between 1974 and 1977.

Please check the calculation of the rank correlation coefficient between
ERPs and PRCs. The result seems to be too low in view of the relatively few
adjustments made. T'ut, if the result Is correct, more attention should be
given to explaining differences for particular product groups.

Table 3.14 should include information on imports under surcharge in
effect in 1977 that is used in earlier tables. Tn turn, Table 3.15 needs
clarification and the extent of import restrictions on consumer goods should
be discussed in detail in the text. This should be done before the estimates
on effective protection are presented.

Tn Chapter 4, investment incentives should he discussed before you get to
the allocation of investment. At the same time, the earlier rebate system as
well as the new, integrated system of fiscal and financial incentives should
he criticized from the economic point of view.

On the allocation of investment, delete the detailed tables on the
structure of manufactured investments and replace them by a table indicating
changes over time in the relative importance of public and private investment
and in the sectoral composition of public investment. As regards the Sines
complex, some of the estimates of the internal rate of return are of doubtful
validity and the discussion should also cover the economics of the investment
in steel. At the same time, you should avoid giving the impression that a
gain In foreign exchange is additional to the internal rate of return; the
latter should take account of the scarcity of foreign exchange by including a
shadow exchange rate in the calculations. On the whole a more critical
analysis of the Sines complex is warranted; in this connection I enclose, on a
confidential basis my comments on an earlier version of the Bank report on
public investment in Portugal.

I further enclose the paper on the three Latin American countries
referred to in my memo. Finally, in a week or so, I will send you our
calculations of policy responses to external shocks in Portugal that provides



estimates until 1978. Our calculations do not include tourism and workers'

remittances. While there may be differences between your and our basic data,

feel free to use your own when you consider the more appropriate.

Finally, I would like to ask you to pay particular attention to English

style. Also, as the volume is destined for a wide audience, great clarity in

the expressions used is necessary.

Yours sincerely,

Fnclosures Bela Ualassa

P.S. I was sorry to bear that you are not coming to the Fund after all.



omens on Portuale Study

Bea Bolasse

PART I

Istraetion

P. I It to not clear wbat period the growth rates refer to.

1. External Shocs

P. 3 The expression "terms of trade offset" should be used to refer to the
iiam of the pure torm* of trade offet and the =mbalanced trade or Inflation
effect. These effects should be-related to the aerage value of tade and to
GNP. both expressed In '1972' price&.

pp. 3-5 The discussion of tame of trade effects should be clarified and
term of trade effects for merchns export trade and for tourism and
workers' remittances separately considered. Tvdieate further the method of
calculation used for the latter.

pp. 6-7 Discss volume of facts for marebandise ozports as well an for tourims
and workers' reettances, indicating the mothod of csaulation used for th*
latter.

p. 6 Do not Include formuas In text.

V. 7 The effets of the loe of colonies on exports to measured by change*
In import market &bar** and should be discussed at a later point.

V. 7 Changes Is the pries of Intermediate poducs should be discussed in
conjunction with toe of trade effecs.

It. - FOIIS Reaganses -to ExtenA. Shoks

P. 9 Note that additional not external financing Is defined an the
difference beteen the actual anid the trend value of the resource gap.

P. 10 All figures should be expressed In million dollars; do not use
decials. In turn, use on decial for perenltage changes.

p. 13 Give reasons for gai n FEC m2 arkets and for losses to MpA markets
and In the United gStes.

III. The Policies-Applited

P. 16 One annoat speak of spectral aslyvs In this contest.

P. 16 Again, the reference to "the deterioration of the terms of trade and
the pure price affect' Is ulslitadiqg. Also, there should be a transition to
the discussion between changes over time and date for the latest year.

P. Is Give full ci tation of your paper.



V. 21 iLoe to fss should be *Wlega4e in U.S. dollars or as a pereentage
of MP.

p. 21 % 1 0 ea csntructiestimated In Portugal?

p. 21 Inventories Am#d not have ecreased by 120 percent.

p. 21 Asfas the foomoste shoulid ceatals full c$tation.

p, 22 The reference to di stten "eeleted with a high assmptlen above
should be clarified.

P. 24 A 3 percent reedutio I 2 Is t large.

p. 24 The "extstis f=omda distortione wee ntiscssed earlier.

p. 25 Reference tor boole bol a* soud be deleted.

p. 30 Delete empgor aeus with Latin Ameican countris and references to
Carter.

p33 For 1980, actual data should be used.

p. 34 fxttrnaT aba* -s be express In teUs of average figures for
the entire pv-tl m.

I. The Sweatt"ad the Sixttes the Wnaanet fTw

P. I We can hardly speak of a take-off in the arly otties As Portugal
that was alr2eady & siddle-income samtkey at the time. Rather, reference

ishould be md*e to the pr&-coadt Ions of rapidte auaetc growth.

I doubt that the inceaese In real saving s explained by the growth
of finanial taften--aation.

P' I Per capita Incoes esoud be given in the constant prices of & recent
year; data for tb* early sixties should *Iso be provided.

p. 2 The escdod was not devalued Is the fist half of the sixties.

P. 5 Row was the remiender of the trade deficit coersed? Portugal
accduloted reserves In 1972 and 1973.

P. 6 The statent about the decline of emasstitIvoness relates to exports
rather than to Imports.

pp. 7-8 The low Incremental copital-mtput ratio ohms the sucess of
Portuguese eonomic pollelds.



p. 9 The sZMpeItns Of 1970-73 should not be discussed In the section on
the post-Revolettonay period. .4

P. 10 The qestion needs to be raised if the emphass on h4"wy laftotry has
not been overdone.

P. 11 Increase In sgricultural productivity will aloe contribute to
employment by ceative demand for mnngrieultural goods.

2. Outward-Lookl% an nadm4Ms P04ltees Fatr of _ IRastrtal Growth

Use general coents.

3. Measures of mconwita Ifficlemsy Oirattwe Advantas
and G-sts Wt Proteetion a-se

P. 17 go need to provide diesussin of general equilibrium sod fomulas for
stimating DRC.

p. 22 The value of labor's marginal productivity In agriculture should be
Indicated.

p. 25 It is not clear why one should calmelsto with a real rot*-of
devaluation of 4 percent a year. Als, references to the Chakavearty-olo
type model should be clarified.

p. 28 Provide the basis for the ssumption that the shadow erchangs rte
was 20 percent aboe the offil ex carmf rate Is Portuale. This wi
require & consideration of the struetur* of protoctiou.

p. 38 ;Referote to Sebyelowsky and to Ebaguat A-BrInIvasan should be
omitted. Do not e port "Sebydlowsy-rats."

p. 46 The protectie effecs of previous regletratiou should be dleftesod
Insomee detail.

4. Investment Inentives Policis n sPrtey

p. 53 The lost sentenee an the page Is unua WAiee

p. 54 It do"e not apper that Portugal would beve a comparotlv* advatage
In the production of fertilizers given the high Import cost of energy.

P. 65 The drawback system should be described In more detail.
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Mr. Abel Mateus
Research Department
Banco de Portugal
Av. do Repubicaa 57-60
1094 Lisboa Codex
Portugal

Dear Mr. Mateuo:

I provide below some commuate on the revision of Pars I and 11 of your
study. These co mts supplem nty sam'radu of Aprlet 8, 1981,

1 have only a few commasen oz'hapters I and 11 of Part 11 they are
contained in the enclosure. Chapter III Is very interesting but it contains
too many numbers per page. MAso in interpreting the effects of policy
responses, keep In mind that the estima sam for a particular year refe
to changes as compared to the "1972" average; to otaini yar-to-year changes,
differences In the estimates for sucesse years should be takea.

The conclusions need strengthening. Apart from the use of the various
indicators referred to in Para. 9 of my memo, you should draw the lessons of
the post-Revolutionary experience and Indicate your expectations an to poicy
responses to the 1979-80oi st hiock.

There are too many tables in Part 1, Apart from the "standard' table
deribed in my memo, I suggest t4 t you reetain Tales 1, 6, and 7 that
provide interesting additional Intmation and incorporate real exchange rate
calculations made by using production cost +data 4i the excharg rate table.
In presentirng the estimates in the "standard" tables. dollar figures without
decimal* should be uW#e In all table*s ell .as In the text, percentages
should be shown with one decimal.

Part 11 shows the results of a considerable amount of research but it is
too detailed and contains too many tables. Also. it needa'to be roorgamixed
in accordance with the outline containied in my mnae $oee general conmuts on
individual chapters follw.

Chapter 1 is far too long and contains too much data, nor does It belong
in Part II. It should rthe comns At Oorevedform (3>5 pages), as an
introduction to the entie volume and Oftid include no imore than two suery
,ables, giving data a changes in aggregate expenditure:savsings rates, IODR,
and the sectormaluamposition of GNP-o The section on-the post-Revolution
period should be Included in the conclusions to Part ,o e
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Chapter 2 does not belong to Part II of the volue elther. It could be
ncluded, in a greatly abbreviated fomain the Introduction to the entire
olume. In this way, the Infomation relating to the pre-1973 period will

praede the analysis of the post-1973 period. Retain Tables 11 and 12 in a
combined and abbreviated form. In view of space imitations, the other tables
should be tmitted.

Chapter 3 provides some interesting discussion of the relationship
between domestic resoure cost ratios, private profitability, export
performance, and capital-labor ratios. Provide in a single table the data for
these variables and calculate rank correlation coefficients for each pair.
However, delete all tables providing Information on Input coefficients. Also,
only direct DRCs should be taprted.

It Is not made elear if the tariffs used in calculating nominal and
effective protection rates pertain to all Imports. My understanding is that
lower tariffs apply to imports from the EC and EFTA. Protection rates for
these imports should be calculated and their relative importance indicated.
Also, in the discussion, more emphasis should be given to changes In
protection rates between 1974 and 1977.

Please check the calculation of the rank correlation coefficient between
ERPs and DRCs. The result seems to be too low in view of the relatively few
ad justments made. But, if the result is correct, more attention suld be
given to explaining differences for particular product groups.

Table 3.14 should include information on imports under- surcharge In
effect in 1977 that is used in earlier tables. In turn, Table 3.15 needs
clarification and the extent of import restrictions on consumer goods should
be discussed in detail in the text. This should be done before the estimates
on effetive protection are presented.

In Chapter 4, Investment incentives should be discussed before you get to
the allocation of investment. At the sawe time, the earlier rebate system as
well as the new, integrated system-oft fiscal and financial incentives should
be criticized from the economic point of view.

On the allocation of investment, delete the detailed tables on the
structure of manufactured investments and replace them by a table indicating
changes over time in the relative importance of public and private investment
and in the sectoral composition of public investment. As regards the Sines
complex, some of the estimates of the internal rate of return are of doubtful
validity and the discussion should also cover the eonomics of the investment
in steel. At the same time, you should avoid giving the impression that a
gain in foreign exchange is additional to the internal rate of return; the
latter should take account of the scarcity of foreign exchange by Including a
shadow exchange rate in the calculations. On the whole a more critical
analysis of the Sines complex is waranted; in this connection I enclose, on a
confidential basismy commsents on an earlier version of the Bank report on
public investment in Portugal.

I further enclose the paper on the three'Latin Ameridan countries
referred to in my memo. Finally, In a week or so, I will send you our
calculations of policy responses to external shocks in Portugal that provides



estimates ntil 1978. Our calculations do not include tourism and workers"

remittances. Whbile there may be differences between your and our basic data,
feel free to use your own vhen you consider them more appropriate.

Finally, I would like to ask you to pay particular attention to Inglish
style. Also, as the volume in destined for a wide audiene, great clarity in
the expressions used in necessary.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosures Bela Bassa

P.S. I w sorr tarent c..n t. t.fte. ..



April 23, 1981

Mr. Luc Tauvel
Secretary General
International Economie Association
Camino &I Ajusco No. 20
Apartado Postal 20-671
Mexico 20, D.F.
Mexico

Dear Mr. Fauvelt

Please excuse the delay -in answering your letter of March 11th.

My paper will be written in English *nd translated into French at the

World Bank. The translation might not be flaished by June 15th however,

in which ase I would send the English language text to participants.

Please let me have the list of names 'and addresses; there is no no"d to

reimburse for the cost involved. The Bank will also pay my travel cost

to Athens.

Please let me know the exact location of the Conference. May I

add that, due to other obligations, T will be arriving with a delay of two

days. This should not cause problems, however, since my paper is scheduled

for the last day of the Conference.

Yours sincerely,

xoaBaas
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Nicolas Ardito-Barletta, LCNVP DATE: April 22, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Chile Report \

1. The "Current Economic Memorandum on Chile" reviews economic
developments since the report on "Chile: An Economy in Transition." It
confounds the critics of the earlier report, one of whom expressed the view
that the report "does not succeed, in my judgment, to present a fully
convincing case in support of its central hypothesis [according to which the
Chilean government] has introduced policy changes which have opened the door
to a more rapid and sustained growth in output and employment" (Parvez Hassn,
"Chile: An Economy in Transition," March 14, 1979).

2. The present report describes Chile's achievements in rapidly
increasing output in the mijor sectors of the economy, including agriculture
that stagnated in the previous decade; expanding nontraditional exports at a-
high rate; establishing a balanced budget and reducing the rate of growth of
the money supply; and attaining improvements in various social indicators in
conjunction with the establishment of a "safety net." On the negative side,
the rate of unemployment remained above the 1972 level and large profits were
made on the domestic-foreign interest rate differential by those who were able
to borrow abroad, although these profits are over-stated by neglecting the
fact that risk and uncertainty would keep the domestic interest rate above the
world market interest rate even under free capital movements (Para. 78-80).

3. The report is a model of clarity in discussing these and other
issues. It does not, however, offer an explanation for the rapid increase in
real wages in the face of high unemployment and for the relatively high rate
of inflation which, incidentally, declined after 1979. Furthermore, the
report does not provide a synthesis of Chilean economic performance and it
deals rather perfunctorily with the effects of policy measures, such as the
adoption of positive real interest rates, the institution of a land tax, and
the replacement of social security contributions by a self-financed pension
scheme.

4. It would be of considerable interest for the Bank, and for the
development community at large, to provide an overall appraisal of the Chilean
experience and to draw the lessons of this experience. It would also be
desirable to examine in some detail the effects of the various policy schemes
introduced in Chile to improve the workings of the market mechanism, which
have often been recommended in other developing countries as well.

5. The statement made in the report that "GDP growth in 1978/79 was well
in excess of the four percent annual average of the 1960's" (Para. 6) does not
fully recognize the changes in Chile's growth performance. To begin with, GDP
growth averaged 7.5 percent in 1978/79 while the four percent annual average
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growth rate in the 1960's may he exaggerated. Also, GDP growth rates in the
1960s were overstated because price distortions raised the weight given to the
relatively rapidly growing manufacturing sector and a substantial part of
expansion in this sector was oriented towards high-cost, inefficient
activities. Finally, while the world economy was buoyant in the 1960s, the
7.5 percent growth rate in 1978/79 was achieved in a slowly growing world
economy and Chile's GDP continued to grow at a rate of 6.5 percent in 1980
when the world economy stagnated.

6. The poor "quality" of growth in the 19 6 0s is reflected in the
existence of "outmoded capacity" in the manufacturing sector that is
repeatedly referred to in the report (Paras. 9, 14, 65). One wonders,
however, if these statements sufficiently take account of the installation of
modern capacity in recent years. The latter may also have contributed to the
rapid rise of real wages, although this may have more to do with the indexing
of wages which provides a floor to increases in wages.

7. The report appears to be overly pessimistic as regards exchange rates
and the balance of payments in Chile. While it is true that the exchange rate
appreciated in real terms over the past two years, this followed a
considerable depreciation in the previous few years as indicated in the
earlier report. There is a contrast here with Argentina which did not start
out with an undervalued exchange when it adopted a fixed exchange rate policy.

8. As regards the balance of payments, distinction should be made between
"autonomous" and "accommodating" items. Apart from trade in goods and
services, private capital flows belong to the first category -while public
borrowing abroad for the purpose of financing a deficit resulting from
autonomous items belongs to the second. In Chile's case, the autonomous flows
gave rise to a surplus in 1980 as increases in reserves exceeded net foreign
borrowing by the public sector.

9. Concerning possible future changes, the official Bank projections
used in the report appear to overestimate prospective increases in petroleum
prices. Rather than the assumed 3 percent annual increase during the 1980s,
indications are that the real price of petroleum may not rise at all and rry
well decline this year and next. It would be desirable to indicate the
implications of alternative petroleum price projections for Chile's balance of
payments and to note the effects petroleum price increases had on the current
account in 1980.

10. Finally, I find the projected rate of growth of exports, in
particular for manufactured goods, overly low. The projected increase of 8-10
percent a year is below my estimate of 12.5 percent for the developing
countries in the 1980s ("Prospects for Trade in Manufactured Good between
Industrial and Developing Countries, 1978-1990," World Bank Reprint No.
156). At the same time, given the outward-oriented policies applied and its
small market share, Chile should be able to increase its share in the future.
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11. Rapid growth of manufactured exports, and efficient import
substitution, cannot be accomplished if the industrial structure is highly
fragmented. One may wonder, therefore, if "increasing concentration of
economic power could ... endanger Chile's free market strategy" (Summary and
Conclusions, Para. 10). And, foreign competition does act as a powerful anti-
monopoly device, so that the strengthening of anti-trust regulations may not
be necessary.

cc: Messrs. Lari, LC1; Lerdau, LC2; Glaessner, LCP; Aguirre-Sacasa, LCl;
Pfefferman, LCNVP; Landau, LCNVP; Levy, LC2; Meo, LCl;
Ms. Shirley, LCL; Chernick, PPR; Landell-Mills, PPR;
Leiserson, DED; Hasan, AENVP; Holsen, ASNVP;
Koenig, Lipsky, Robichek (IMF), DRC Senior Staff

BBalassa:nc



April 21, 1981

Professor Paul Streeten
Boston University
Departsent of Economics
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

Dear Paul,

I enclose in two eapies my paper "Structural Adjustment Policies
in Developing Countries." I vould appreciate your early answer concerning
your possible interest in publishiug it in World Development.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

E sa Ba1s



Mr. David W. Brksi, MGAri 1,1S
Bela Bdaissa, DRC

,sion. Isse ae

I *elose trevied version Of thO Pre-mission tsa Paper.rt ws typed after I left and might ena $ame aeror. I will havea chance to ead it Tuaa nigh and will call you if any changesarnecessary. Please wait for my call before distributing the nmeo

cc* Mfr. Dubey, EMNrWp

Enclosure

Ualsssarnc



WORLD' AK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. David W. Berk, EK2 DATE: April 21, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Pre-Mission Issues aper

I enclose the revised version of the Pre-mission Issues Paper.
It was typed after I left and might contain some errors. I will have

a chance to read it Tuesday night and will call you if any changes are
necessary. Please wait for my call before distributing the memo.

cc: Mr. Dubey, EMNVP

Enclosure

BBalassa:nc



TURKEY

Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission

Pre-Mission Issues Paper

1. The mission will review the implementation of the January 1980 reforms

and the changes that have occurred in the policy orientation of the Turkish

government. It will analyze the measures taken so far, and proposed to be

taken in the future, with a view to making recommendations in various policy

areas that have relevance for industrial development and trade in goods and

services

Recent Economic Developments

2. Turkey is a semi-industrialized country, with an estimated per capita

income of $1330. Until recently, its development strategy was oriented

towards import substitution in a market of about 45 million people. As a

result, Turkey has one of the lowest import shares in the gross domestic

product, approximately 9 percent. The share of exports is even lower, 4

percent, reflecting Turkey's large trade deficit that is only partly financed

by workers' remittances.

3. Turkey responded to the quadrupling of oil prices by borrowing abroad,

which permitted maintaining relatively rapid rates of economic growth in the

mid-seventies. The resulting accumulation of external debt, however, brought

into question Turkey's creditworthiness. By 1977, borrowing possibilities

were exhausted and the rescheduling of the debt became necessary.

4. The increased foreign exchange stringency due to the lack of

possibilities for further borrowing abroad and the adverse effects of import

substitution-oriented policies on exports, led to a slowdown of economic

growth in 1978, and to virtual stagnation in 1979. At the same time,

inflation accelerated, notwithstanding controls on the prices of commodities
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produced by the State Economic Enterprises (SEEs) which were not managed on

the basis of economic principles. Turkey also suffered the effects of

artificially low interest rates, which discouraged savings and the

repatriation of workers' remittances, hindered the process of financial

intermediation, and encouraged capital-intensive activities.

5. The policy reforms instituted in the course of 1980 aimed at opening

the economy and increasing the role of prices and markets. The principal

measures introduced in January 1980 were a large devaluation, accompanied by

increased export incentives and the simplification of import regulations; the

liberalization of foreign investment; and the relaxation of controls on the

prices of most commodities produced by the SEEs. Subsequently, in June 1980,

the rediscount rates of the Central Bank on short-term credits were raised

from 14 percent to 26 percent and interest rates paid to savers, and charged

to borrowers, were freed, although a -"gentlemen's agreement" among banks

limited the extent of increases in the rates.

6. The effects of the reforms were slow in coming. Until September 12,

when the military assumed power, production was disrupted due to the

intensification of violence, the decline in labor discipline, and the spread

of strikes, with 7.7 million work-days lost in the first eight months of 1980

as compared to 1.1 million work-days in the corresponding period of 1979.

Given these circumstances, and the tradition of selling on the highly

protected domestic markets, the private sector did not make the effort

required for vigorous export expansion. Also, increases in prices were not

accompanied by changes in the modus operandi of the SEEs. With the rise in

the cost of oil imports, the balance of trade deteriorated further,

necessitating additional further debt rescheduling.
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7. Improvements occurred after September 1980. Exports -- in particular,

manufactured exports -- grew rapidly, foreign direct investment increased, and

domestic savings rose. Furthermore, following a temporary acceleration in

October 1980 when the military announced a 70 percent wage increase, the rise

of prices decelerated.

8. The January 1981 reforms carried further the liberalization process

begun a year earlier. The newly-instituted measures include the

liberalization of imports, involving the abolition of quotas; greater

incentives to exports in the form of credit and tax preferences; the reform of

direct and indirect taxes, aimed at improving the efficiency and the buoyancy

of the tax system; and the increased autonomy of the SEEs. Nevertheless, much

remains to be done to modernize the Turkish economy. This is apparent from

the following review of outstanding problems in various policy areas.

Policy Issues in Particular Areas

9. The abolition of import quotas notwithstanding, a wide range of

products remain subject to import licensing. Also, tariffs are high and tend

to vary to a considerable extent among products at the same level of

transformation as well as between inputs and outputs. Import protection in

the form of licensing and tariffs discriminates against manufactured and

primary exports, and its effects are offset only in part by export incentives,

which are particularly inadequate as far as the exports of machinery and

equipment and construction abroad are concerned.

10. Apart from inadequate incentives, small and inadequately specialized

plants established behind high protection have made the shift to exportation

difficult. Correspondingly, Turkey has not exploited its potential to export

manufactured products to the European Common Market where it enjoys

preferential treatment and to nearby and buoyant Middle Eastern markets.
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11. Overmanning, the inadequate compensation of managers and lack of

discretion in firm decision-making have also hindered exports by the SEEs. At

the same time, the proposed reforms have not come to grips with the need to

provide appropriate incentives to export and to campete with private firms

and, eventually, with imports.

12. Nor has Turkey utilized its potential for exporting agricultural

products in raw and in processed form. The prices of inputs and outputs are

out of line with world market prices; the investment allocation of the sector

has been low; and there are inadequacies in regard to institutional

arrangements and cooperative factors. These deficiencies concern extension

services, erosion control, storage facilities, agricultural credit, marketing,

as well as transportation and port facilities.

13. Similar considerations apply to tourism, where Turkey's potential

advantages in terms of natural resources and cultural sites have not been

exploited. Apart from political uncertainty, the lack of infrastructure has

been a constraint to the expansion of tourism. At the same time, the danger

is that, in the absence of an overall plan, decisions on tourism will be made

in a piecemeal fashion.

14. Industrial development, understood in a larger sense to include food

processing, the exportation of goods and services, and efficient import

substitution has also suffered from the existence of an antiquated tax system

in Turkey. The system of income taxes does not provide adequate incentives

for work and risk-taking and social security legislation has raised the cost

of labor to a considerable extent. The January 1981 reforms have improved the

situation but the implications of inflation have not been fully taken into

account. Also, the reform of indirect taxes is yet to be undertaken.
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15. Also, real interest rates continue to be negative in Turkey and the

banking system tends to be monopolistic. Correspondingly, financial

intermediation does not adequately meet the needs of modern industry. Stock

and bond markets too, are in a rudimentary stage.

The Tasks of the Mission

16. The foregoing discussion may serve as a basis to define the tasks of

the mission in pursuing the general objectives outlined in Para. 1. These

tasks further include reconnaissance in regard to macro-relationships and

industrial structure that will provide a framework for the discussion of

policy issues relating to industrialization and trade strategy.

17. The mission will make estimates of recent and prospective future

changes in macro-economic variables, including the gross national product,

employment, the money supply, government receipts and expenditures, exports,

imports, and other items in the balance of payments. Past data and future

projections on output exports and imports will be generated in sectoral detail

that permits consideration of the possible impact of policy changes on

industry and trade.

18. The mission will review the system of protection and export

incentives. The review will concern relative incentives to import

substitution and exports, incentives to manufacturing as compared to primary

protection, and the variability of incentives among industries. It will

further examine the instruments of import protection and export incentives,

with a view to indicating the possibilities for replacing quantitative import

restrictions by tariffs and the appropriate choice of export incentives.

19. A review of investment incentives will be undertaken, covering domestic

as well as foreign investment, with consideration given to the administrative

regulations pertaining to the latter. The possible bias in the incentive
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system favoring capital-intensive over labor-intensive activities and large-

scale enterprises over small-and medium-scale firms will also be

investigated. The analysis will further extend to regional incentives and to

obstacles to regional development.

20. The choice of capital-intensive industries and production processes is

also affected by the system of income and social security taxation that bears

on industrial development and trade in general. The mission will evaluate the

possible effects of the recent and prospective reforms of these taxes. It

will further examine the proposed reforms of indirect taxes and their

incentive effects.

21. The capital intensity of production is also influenced by the level and

structure of interest rates, which affect the availability of investible funds

and the process of financial intermediation. The mission will analyze the

recent interest rate reform, the structure and the competitiveness of the

banking system, the sectoral allocation of loans, and the availability of

medium-and long-term financing with a view to gauging their potential impact

on industry and trade.

22. The mission will review the institutional framework in which

manufacturing industries operate and examine factors affecting the growth of

productivity, such as research and development and labor training.

Information will also be obtained on the development of private and public

industries, including data on output, employment, factor intensity, the

relative importance of domestic and foreign markets, as well as technology,

costs and profitability. The data will be used to examine the efficiency of

private and public enterprises and to consider the prospects for exports and

import substitution in a comparative advantage framework.
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23. Within the manufacturing sector, the mission will analyze in some

detail the possibilities for the expansion of engineering industries and

mineral-based chemicals in Turkey. This will involve a consideration of

factors, such as scale, product specialization, technology, capital-intensity,

labor training, international subcontracting, and marketing in general.

Attention will further be given to the possibilities for foreign investment

and for Bank projects in their industries.

24. As regards the public sector, the mission will focus on the influences

that hinder efficient operations in general and the expansion of exports in

particular. This will involve examining existing incentives and constraints

for the SEEs, the system of management, and the character of interventions by

the central authorities.

25. The mission will analyze the development prospects of agro-industries

and the agricultural sector in generar, with particular emphasis on export

growth and comparative advantage. Consideration will be given to the

incentives affecting agricultural production and food processing, together

with institutional arrangements and the availability of cooperative factors.

The potential contribution of foreign investment in food processing will

further be investigated.

26. The mission will examine recent trends and prospective developments in

tourism, taking account of Turkey's comparative advantages in this sector. It

will further examine the potential impact of the sector on the balance of

payments and evaluate its investment requirements. Finally, the possible role

of private and foreign investors and the system of government incentives in

tourism will be assessed.



The Composition of the Mission

1. Bela Balassa, (DRC) Mission Chief confirmed

2. Jayanta Roy, (EM2) Depu.ty Mission Chief confirmed

industrial structure

3. Seok Hyun Hong, (EM2) macroeconomics confirmed

4. Jose da Silva Lopes financial sector confirmed

(consultant)

5. Sheetal K. Chand, (IMF) investment incentives confirmed

6. Michael Noel, (YP) incentives in private industry confirmed

7. Martin Wolf (EPD) incentives in public industry confirmed

8. consultant mineral based chemical exports to be

confirmed

9. IPD staff member engineering industries to be

confirmed

10. Pasquale Scandizzo, (AGR) agricultural exports confirmed

11. G. Swamy (EPD) exports of processed food confirmed
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12. Isabelle Girardot-Berg agri.culture and processed food confirmed

13. David Davis tourism confirmed

14. Bank staff member secretary to be

confirmed



April 20, 1981

Mr. Andrd Bersony
OFCD Development Center
94 rue Chardon-Lagacho
Paris 75016
France

Dear dAdrA,

The preface reached us only a few days ago. I encloe same
proposed revisions. Th* reviios &Im at elimian*g the apparent
conflict botvean tbo sesAmd and the third paragraphs and giving moe
attention to policyr esponses, the analysis of wbich represents the
principal contribution of the study.

Anne also sent me the text of chapters 11, T11, and IV. I was
surprised to see that the latter includ"s the section "A Perepestiv* of
the Dobt Situation" which wn not part of the previous version of the
chapter that was sent to me for review. I have sowa specific aiets on
this section but also question its plae in the volvne as a simila analysis
has not been prepared for teb individual countries cavered. Let us talk
about this on the pbeme.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Balassa

cc: Me. Anne Richards Loup



TURKEY

Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission

Pre-Mission Issues Paper

1. The mission will review the implementation of the January 1980 reforms

and the changes that have occurred in the policy orientation of the Turkish

government. It will analyze the measures taken so far, and proposed to be

taken in the future, with a view to making recommendations in various policy

areas which have relevance for industrial development and international trade

in goods and services. Emphasis will be given to policy actions that may be

taken over a period of 4-5 years in developing a medium-term industrialization

and trade strategy.

Recent Economic Developments

2. Turkey is a semi-industrialized country, with an estimated per capita

income of $1330. Until recently, its development strategy was oriented

towards import substitution in a market of about 45 million people. As a

result, Turkey has one of the lowest import shares in the gross domestic

product, approximately 9 percent. The share of exports is even lower, 4

percent, reflecting Turkey's large trade deficit that is only partly financed

by workers' remittances.

3. Turkey responded to the quadrupling of oil prices by borrowing abroad,

which permitted maintaining relatively rapid rates of economic growth in the

mid-seventies. The resulting accumulation of external debt, however, brought

into question Turkey's creditworthiness. By 1977, borrowing possibilities

were exhausted and the rescheduling of the debt became necessary.

4. The increased foreign exchange stringency due to the lack of

possibilities for further borrowing abroad and the adverse effects of import

substitution-oriented policies on exports, led to a slowdown of economic
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growth in 1978, and to virtual stagnation in 1979. At the same time,

inflation accelerated, notwithstanding controls on the prices of commodities

produced by the State Economic Enterprises (SEEs) which were not managed on

the basis of economic principles. Turkey also suffered the effects of

artificially low interest rates, which discouraged savings and the

repatriation of workers' remittances, hindered the process of financial

intermediation, and encouraged capital-intensive activities.

5. The policy reforms instituted in the course of 1980 aimed at opening

the economy and increasing the role of prices and markets. The principal

measures introduced in January 1980 were a large devaluation, accompanied by

increased export incentives and the simplification of import regulations; the

liberalization of foreign investment; and the relaxation of controls on the

prices of most commodities produced by the SEEs. Subsequently, in June 1980,

the rediscount rates of the Central Bank on short-term credits were raised

from 14 percent to 26 percent and interest rates paid to savers, and charged

to borrowers, were freed, although a "gentlemen's agreement" among banks

limited the extent of increases in the rates.

6. The effects of the reforms were slow in coming. Until September 12,

when the military assumed power, production was disrupted due to the

intensification of violence, the decline in labor discipline, and the spread

of strikes, with 7.7 million work-days lost in the first eight months of 1980

as compared to 1.1 million work-days in the corresponding period of 1979.

Given these circumstances, and the tradition of selling on the highly

protected domestic markets, the private sector did not make the efforts

required for vigorous export expansion. Also, increases in prices were not

accompanied by changes in the modus operandi of the SEEs. With the rise in
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the cost of oil imports, the balance of trade deteriorated further,

necessitating additional further debt rescheduling.

7. Improvements occurred after September 1980. Exports -- in particular,

manufactured exports -- grew rapidly, foreign direct investment increased, and

domestic savings rose. Furthermore, following a temporary acceleration in

October 1980 when the military announced a 70 percent wage increase, the rise

of prices decelerated.

8. The January 1981 reforms carried further the liberalization process

begun a year earlier. The newly-instituted measures include the

liberalization of imports, involving the abolition of quotas; greater

incentives to exports in the form of credit and tax preferences; the reform of

direct and indirect taxes, aimed at improving the efficiency and the buoyancy

of the tax system; and the increased autonomy of the SEEs. Nevertheless, much

remains to be done to modernize the Turkish economy. This is apparent from

the following review of outstanding problems in various policy areas.

Policy Issues in Particular Areas

9. The abolition of import quotas notwithstanding, a wide range of

products remain subject to import licensing. Also, tariffs are high and tend

to vary to a considerable extent among products at the same level of

transformation as well as between inputs and outputs. Import protection in

the form of licensing and tariffs discriminates against manufactured and

primary exports, and its effects are offset only in part by export incentives,

which are particularly inadequate as far as the exports of machinery and

equipment and construction abroad are concerned.

10. Apart from inadequate incentives, small and insufficiently specialized

plants established behind high protection have made the shift to exportation

difficult. Correspondingly, Turkey has not exploited its potential to export
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manufactured products to the European Common Market where it enjoys

preferential treatment and to nearby and buoyant Middle Eastern markets.

11. Overmanning, the inadequate compensation of managers, and lack of

discretion in firm decision-making have also hindered exports by the SEEs. At

the same time, the proposed SEE reforms have not come to grips with the need

to provide appropriate incentives to export and to compete with private firms

and, eventually, with imports.

12. Nor has Turkey utilized its potential for exporting agricultural

products in raw and in processed form. The prices of inputs and outputs are

out of line with world market prices; the investment allocation of the sector

has been low; and there are inadequacies in regard to institutional

arrangements and cooperative factors. These deficiencies concern extension

services, erosion control, storage facilities, agricultural credit, marketing,

as well as transportation and port facilities.

13. Similar considerations apply to tourism, where Turkey's potential

advantages in terms of natural resources and cultural sites have not been

exploited. Apart from political uncertainty, the lack of infrastructure has

been a constraint to the expansion of tourism. At the same time, the danger

is that, in the absence of an overall plan, decisions on tourism will be made

in a piecemeal fashion.

14. Industrial development, understood in a larger sense to include food

processing, the exportation of goods and services, and efficient import

substitution has also suffered from the existence of an antiquated tax system

in Turkey. The system of income taxes does not provide adequate incentives

for work and risk-taking and social security legislation has raised the cost

of labor to a considerable extent. The January 1981 reforms have improved the
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situation but the implications of inflation have not been fully taken into

account. Also, the reform of indirect taxes is yet to be undertaken.

15. Finally, real interest rates continue to be negative in Turkey and the

banking system tends to be monopolistic. Correspondingly, financial

intermediation does not adequately meet the needs of modern industry. Stock

and bond markets too, are in a rudimentary stage.

The Tasks of the Mission

16. The foregoing discussion may serve as a basis to define the tasks of

the mission in pursuing the general objectives outlined in Para. 1. These

tasks further include reconnaissance in regard to macro-relationships and

industrial structure that will provide a framework for the discussion of

policy issues relating to industrialization and trade strategy.

17. The mission will make estimates of recent and prospective future

changes in macro-economic variables, including the gross national product,

employment, the money supply, government receipts and expenditures, exports,

imports, and other items in the balance of payments. Past data and future

projections on output, exports, and imports will be generated in sectoral

detail that permits the consideration of the possible impact of policy changes

on industry and trade.

18. The mission will review the system of protection and export

incentives. The review will concern relative incentives to import

substitution and exports, incentives to manufacturing as compared to primary

protection, and the variability of incentives among industries. It will

further examine the instruments of import protection and export incentives,

with a view to indicating the possibilities for replacing quantitative import

restrictions by tariffs and the appropriate choice of export incentives.
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19. A review of investment incentives will be undertaken, covering domestic

as well as foreign investment, with consideration given to the administrative

regulations pertaining to the latter. The possible bias in the incentive

system favoring capital-intensive over labor-intensive activities and large-

scale enterprises over small-and medium-scale firms will also be

investigated. The analysis will further extend to regional incentives and to

obstacles to regional development.

20. The choice of capital-intensive industries and production processes is

affected by the system of income and social security taxation that bears on

industrial development and trade in general. The mission will evaluate the

possible effects of the recent and prospective reforms of these taxes. It

will further examine the proposed reforms of indirect taxes and their

incentive effects.

21. The capital intensity of production is also influenced by the level and

structure of interest rates, which affect the availability of investible funds

and the process of financial intermediation. The mission will analyze the

recent interest rate reform, the structure and the competitiveness of the

banking system, the sectoral allocation of loans, and the availability of

medium-and long-term financing, with a view to gauging their potential impact

on industry and trade.

22. The mission will review the institutional framework in which

manufacturing industries operate and examine factors affecting the growth of

productivity, such as research and development and labor training.

Information will also be obtained on the development of private and public

industries, including data on output, employment, factor intensity, the

relative importance of domestic and foreign markets, technology, costs, and

profitability. The data will be used to examine the efficiency of private and
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public enterprises and to consider the prospects for exports and import

substitution in a comparative advantage framework.

23. Within the manufacturing sector, the mission will analyze in some

detail the possibilities for the expansion of engineering industries and

mineral-based chemicals in Turkey. This will involve a consideration of

factors, such as scale, product specialization, technology, capital-intensity,

labor training, international subcontracting, and marketing in general.

Attention will further be given to the possibilities for foreign investment

and for Bank projects in these industries.

24. As regards the public sector, the mission will focus on the influences

that hinder efficient operations in general and the expansion of exports in

particular. This will involve examining existing incentives and constraints

for the SEEs, the system of management, and the character of interventions by

the central authorities.

25. The mission will analyze the development prospects of agro-industries

and the agricultural sector in general, with particular emphasis on export

growth and comparative advantage. Consideration will be given to the

incentives affecting agricultural production and food processing, as well as

to institutional arrangements and the availability of cooperative factors.

The potential contribution of foreign investment in food processing will

further be investigated.

26. The mission will examine recent trends and prospective developments in

tourism, taking account of Turkey's comparative advantages in this sector. It

will further examine the potential impact of the sector on the balance of

payments and evaluate its investment requirements. Finally, the possible role

of private and foreign investors and the system of government incentives in

tourism will be assessed.
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The Composition of the Mission

1. Bela Balassa, (DRC) Mission Chief confirmed

2. Jayanta Roy, (EM2) Deputy Mission Chief confirmed
industrial structure

3. Seok Hyun Hong, (EM2) macroeconomics confirmed

4. Jose da Silva Lopes financial sector confirmed
(consultant)

5. Sheetal K. Chand, (IMF) investment incentives confirmed

6. Michael Noel, (YP) incentives in private industry confirmed

7. Martin Wolf (EPD) incentives in public industry confirmed

8. Turgut Ogmen mineral based chemical exports to be
confirmed

9. H. S. Sethi engineering industries to be
confirmed

10. Pasquale Scandizzo, (AGR) agricultural exports confirmed

11. G. Swamy (EPD) exports of processed food confirmed

12. Isabelle Girardot-Berg agriculture and processed food confirmed

13. David Davis tourism confirmed

14. Bank staff member secretary to be
confirmed
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Yr. Rene Vaurs, M,2( April 20, 1981

Bela Balassa, DRC

The letters are fine but you seem to have misunderstood my statemn
caneerning the first paper. The French version of the paper has now been
xeroxed; a copy is enclosed. Please change the second paragraph accordingly.
Also delete the statement made in the first sentene according to which
thtse documents would have been prepared mecently. In fact, one of them
was written several years age but the translation was done only now.
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WORLf BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Robert Cassen, WDR DATE: April 20, 1981

FROM:
Bela Balassa, DRC \A

SUBJECT:
WDR 1981 - First Draft

1. This draft shows further progress, although it still has a way to go,
in particular in unifying the discussion of the various topics in the
individual chapters. The following comments concern Chaptetal, 2/3, 4, 5, and
9.

Chapter 1

2. The chapter has been much improved and I have only a few comments to
make. In Para. 1.3, the comparison of absolute increases in incomes per head
industrialized and in developing countries, measured at exchange rates,is
hardly appropriate and should be replaced by growth rate comparisons. Also,
the reference to industrialization "as the main path to prosperity" should be
followed by a statement emphasizing the need for the expansion of primary
activities.

3. The statement "After this happened in 1973-74, real oil prices declined
for four years" (Para 1.5) should be preceded by a reference to the
quadrupling of oil prices rather than by the vague phase about "ending the era
of cheap energy." Also, the rise in oil prices did not come "on top of"
slower growth in the industrial countries but rather contributed to slow
growth. Nor can one speak of a "marked slowdown in the industrial economies
in the 1970s" (Para. 1.23) as these countries attained record growth rates in
1970-73. Finally, the statement according to which "the world economy reacted
badly to the 1973-74 oil price increase" (Para. 1.17) needs clarification.

4. The statement that most non-market economies "have shifted to a
strategy of 'intense development,' emphasizing increased efficiency and
improvements in product quality" (Para. 1.29) confuses desiderata and slogans
with actual realization. In fact, productivity growth has declined in non-
market economies and there is little evidence of improvements in product
quality. The favorable results for Hungary reflect the impact of reforms
involving the rationalization of prices, the decentralization of decision-
making, and profit incentives to management.

5. As to developing countries, the reference to "indirect benefits from

higher oil prices" (Para. 1.30) should be qualified by noting that these
benefits offset only a small part of the oil price increase. In turn, in

contrasting export growth in low-income and middle-income rountries, it should

be noted that the former lost, and the latter gained, market shares.

Chapter 2/3

6. Considerable improvements have been made in this chapter as compared to

the earlier draft. However, I miss a substantive analysis of policies in

their effects on economic performance. The proposed reorganization of the

chapter promises improvements in this regard. The following comments pertain
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to the text of the chapter as well as to some of the themes of the new
outline.

7. As shown in my "Adjustment to External Shocks in Developing Countries,"
countries which avoided a bias against exports and adopted realistic exchange
rates and interest rates, exhibited better export performance, lower ICORs,
higher savings rates, and higher rates of economic growth than countries which
biased the incentive system agaThst exports and savings. And, the former
group of countries did better than the latter even in import substitution.
(For an explanation, see p. 15 of my paper.)

8. The report qualifies its discussion of the favorable economic effects
of export orientation by adding that "these factors, though important, have
been complemented in nearly all cases by enhanced domestic resource
mobilization and attention to efficient use of investible funds" (Para.
2.49). It should be recognized, however, that export orientation favorably
affects savings and efficiency. For one thing, according to available
evidence a larger share of incomes derived from exports is saved and, in
contributing to economic growth, increases in exports raise the average
savings ratio since the marginal savings ratio exceeds the average. For
another thing, the neutrality of incentives under export orientation
contributes to efficiency in the use of new and existing resources; the ICOR,
incidentally, does not measure "greater efficiency in the deployment of
investible.resources" alone (Para. 2.40).

9. The statement according to which the encouragement of "the movement of
resources towards sectors producing export promoting and import substituting
traded goods ... has to be weighed against the need to conserve energy" (Para.
2.10) is based on a misapprehension. Once policy neutrality, including
realistic exchange rates and energy prices, is adopted, further adjustments
and qualifications concerning energy inputs are necessary. Thus, there is no
need for separate calculations on the grounds that "the extra foreign exchange

[traded goods producing sectors] made available need be offset against the
cost of the extra energy consumed in their production" (Para. 2.10). Doubts
arise also concerning the usefulness of establishing "routine monitoring of
energy intensities in different sectors of the economy" (Ibid.).

10. I suggest replacing the two-way classification scheme in Table 2.5 by a
scatter diagram that will better indicate the relationship among the relevant
variables. Diagrams showing the relationship between export promotion efforts
and ICORs, on the one hand, and GNP growth rates, on the other, should also be
added. Furthermore, information on the gross debt service ratio should be
complemented by data on the ratio of external debt to GNP.

11. In Tables 2.1, 2.4, and 2.6 note that the source of the estimates is
the forthcoming OECD Development Centre study, "Policy Responses to External
Shocks in Developing Countries" (by Bela Balassa and Andre Barsony) which is
summarized in the last issue of the OECD Outlook. The only exception is the
data for the semi-industrial countries that originate from my "Adjustment to
External Shocks in Developing Countries" (March 19, 1981).

12. The disaggregated estimates for primary producing economies also
originate from the OECD study. At the same time, the results are misquoted,
inasmuch as import substitution accounted for 89 percent of the balance-of-
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payments effects of external shocks in less industrialized mineral-based
rather than agriculture-based economies (Para 2.37). This result,
incidentally, largely reflects the effects of extreme foreign exchange
scarcity on imports. In turn, the statement that "the mineral based economies
like Zaire and Zambia faced a difficult period" (Para. 2.36) neglects the fact
that the policies applied by this group of countries contributed to losses in
export market shares that augmented the adverse balance-of-payments effects of
external shocks by over one-half.

13. In the lowest income Sub-Saharan African countries, import substitution
offset 28 percent rather than 45 percent of the balance-of-payments effects of
external shocks (Para. 2.37). At the same time, losses in export market
shares augmented these effects by 67 percent while the OECD recession-induced
export shortfall amounted to only 28 percent.

14. I welcome the use of estimates for individual countries. At the same
time, you may consider citing the results for a larger number of countries
within each group. Also, some of the references to individual countries need
to be modified. In Jamaica, external shocks were aggravated by internal
shocks, leading to virtual bankruptcy (Para. 2.3); in Tanzania, overvalued
exchange rates and inadequate agricultural prices led to substantial losses in
market shares (Para. 2.9); Thailand relied as much on export promotion as on
import substitution in offsetting the balance-of-payments effects of external
shocks (Para. 2.25); Nigeria, Indonesia, and Algeria spent substantial amounts
of financial resources on 'white elephants' that cannot be justified under any
investment criteria (Para. 2.59-2.61); and the adverse economic effects of
policy errors in recent years may have compromised reform efforts in China
(Para. 2.84-2.100). For a brief discussion of the recent policy experience of
China, see my memo of April 3rd.

15. The distinction made between "adjustment with growth" and "adjustment
with slowdown" reflects a confusion. Several of the countries that
successfully adjusted to the oil shock, including Chile, Singapore, and
Taiwan, accepted a temporary slowdown and even decline in GNP for the sake of
rapid non-inflationary growth in subsequent years (reculer pour mieu.x
sauter). In turn, countries such as Brazil, Turkey and Yugoslavia, which
employed policy measures aimed at maintaining high growth rates after the
quadrupling of oil prices (fuite en avant), experienced a subsequent decline
in the rate of economic growth as the balance-of-payments constraint became
binding. By hindsight, Korea might also have avoided some of the difficulties
experienced in later years if it accepted some slowdown in 1974-75 for the
sake of reducing the rate of inflation.

16. It follows that the distinction made in the new outline between
"adjustment with growth" and "adjustment with deflation" is inappropriate.
While rapid growth has been the result of an outward-oriented strategy, this
has followed an initial slowdown in response to external shocks with GNP
growth rates averaging 7.3 percent in 1963-73, 5.5 percent in 1973-76 and 9.3
percent in 1976-79 in the outward-oriented economies covered in my paper.

17. The new outline also calls for a "discussion of the extent to which
production and trade structure (a) made for vulnerability to external shocks,
and (b) limited the range of adjustment policy options ... " In this
connection, note that, in a statistical investigation of twenty-four
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countries, it has been found that reliance on export promotion could not be
explained by intercountry differences in the extent of external shocks, market
size, incomes per head, or the composition of exports ("Adjustment to External
Shocks in Developing Countries," p. 18).

Chapter 4

18. The GDP projections for the industrialized countries are on the low
side; the high case may well be regarded as the most likely outcome. With
efforts made to increase productivity in the major industrialized countries,
they should do better than the report assumes. At the same time, comparisons
with "the record of the early 70s" (Para. 4.6) are misleading as the period
includes the biggest postwar boom as well as the biggest postwar recession.
In turn, the projected 4.5 percent growth rate for non-market economies is
much too high; these countries encounter increasing difficulties due to the
inflexibility of economic management and the energy constraint (recent
projections for the Soviet Union are around 3 percent).

19. As noted in my comments on Draft 0, the low case for the manufactured
exports of the developing countries, 5.1 percent between 1980 and 1990,
borders on the ridiculous. Not only did the growth in the volume of these
exports exceed the projected high case of 12.2 percent in both 1978 and 1979,
but a 18 percent rise in their dollar value cited in the latest GATT report
may translate into a 10 percent volume increase in 1980 when the
industrialized countries hardly grew at all. Furthermore, the report appears
to be overly pessimistic as regards the prospects for private capital flows to
the developing countries.

20. The report is also overly pessimistic as far as the prospects for
energy prices are concerned. While I unsuccessfully objected to the
assumption made in the 1979 WDR that the real price of energy would remain at
its average 1975-78 level during the 1980s, following a doubling in real terms
between 1978 and 1980 it is unrealistic to project a further rise of 34
percent (3 percent a year) during this period. In fact, conservation efforts,
together with the rise in non-OPEC production, are reducing demand for OPEC
oil, leading to a reconsideration of pricing strategy by the OPEC countries.

Chapter 6

21. The discussion in Section II continues to suffer from taking 1970
rather than 1973 as the base year. In particular, one cannot use data for a
period including the world boom of 1972-73 to indicate the extent to which the
oil-importing developing countries covered their share in the increased oil
bill by exports (Para. 6.11). The choice of this period also conflicts with
the analysis of Chapter 2 that examines the post-1973 situation.

22. Notwithstanding its obvious merits, the statistical analysis of trade
expansion appears overly long for most WDR readers and may find a better place
in an Annex. In turn, the discussion of industrial country policies
concerning developing country exports would need expansion and clarification.

23. A case in point is the overall impact of import restrictions. While in
Para. 6.32 it is correctly stated that "industrial country trade restrictions
were generally aimed at other industrial countries," according to Table 6.5
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the share of restricted imports from the developing countries is double ofthat from the other industrial countries. The results of Table 6.5 are
puzzling and clarity is not served by the use of the expression "restrictions"
in the column headings and "scrutiny" in the title of the table; these
expressions have rather different connotations and it is difficult to believethat 58 percent of the exports of the oil-importing developing countries wouldbe restricted in the industrialized countries. Para. 6.37 further adds to theconfusion as regards the restrictive effects of import restrictions.

24. Section III provides an excellent description of outward-oriented
policies. It should be noted, however, that while these policies were appliedconsistently in Korea (at least until 1978), such was not the case in
Brazil. For a discussion of the policies followed both before and after 1973see my "The Newly-Industrializing Developing Countries after the Oil Crisis,"
World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 437.

25. The discussion of adjustment in the industrialized countries isexcellent. The section on international cooperation, however, has little tosay on the subject; it should discuss the scope as well as the modalities ofcooperation in some detail. As regards the former, the need for a safeguardcode and for negotiations on trade in services should receive attention. Asto the latter, the role of the GATT in the process of consultations andconflict resolution in general, and in the implementation of the rules
established -under theTokyo Round in particular deserves examination. Finally,under specific areas of policy concern, one should include the Multifiber
Arrangement and the use of export limitations in addition to tariff
escalation.

Chapter 9

26. The introductory sections of this chapter provide a cogent, though
standard, discussion of economic interdependence between the North and theSouth. Para. 9.7, however, overstates the effects of protection in theindustrialized countries on world economic growth. Also, in the subsequent
paragraphs, the importance of the international environment as compared tothat of developing country policies is overstated. In particular, the lack ofadjustment to external shocks after 1973 in many of the less developed
countries, and the need for such adjustment in the future, would need to beemphasized.

27. One may also query the statement that the inability of the oil-
importing developing countries "to limit their oil imports in the 1970s [is] asign that their oil rise was already largely restricted to essential purposes"
(Para. 9.13). And, the questionable statement that these countries cannot"significantly reduce the energy intensity of production" (Para. 9.13) lessens
the import of the recommendations that they "make the best possible use ofenergy" (Ibid.).

28. The discussion of trade related issues correctly emphasizes the need toimprove developing country policies. As far as the trade policies of the
developed countries are concerned, more attention would need to be given tothe use of non-tariff restrictions. Finally, it cannot be claimed that"commodity agreements between consumers and producers .. could yield
considerable benefits to low-income countries" (Para. 9.23).
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29. Figure 9.1 provides a useful overview of adjustment mechanisms. Its
components would need to receive more attention, however, than is the case in
the chapter at present. Also, a better balance needs to be established in the
chapter as to the importance of international and domestic policy issues.

cc: Mr. Chenery, VPD; WDR Core (Group

BBalassa:nc
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WORLD BANK / !NTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Vinod Dubey, EMNVP DATE: April 16, 1981.

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Meeting on Draft Pre-Mission Issues Paper

I enclose a draft version of "Turkey: Industrial Development
Strategy and Policy Review Mission. Pre-Mission Issues Paper" for our
meeting on Monday, April 20th at 12 o'clock. The Meeting will take place
in Mr. Dubey's office.

cc: Messrs. Davar/Berk, EM2; Hume, EMP; Roy, EM2; Zaman, EM2.

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc



Draft

TURKEY

Industrial Development Strategy and Policy Review Mission

Pre-Mission Issues Paper

1. The mission will review the implementation of the January 1980 reforms

and the changes that have occurred in the policy orientation of the Turkish

government. It will analyze the measures taken so far, and proposed to be

taken in the future, with a view to making recommendations in various policy

areas. The mission report will also provide the background for the Third

Structural Adjustment Loan to Turkey.

Recent Economic Developments

2. Turkey is a semi-industrialized country, with an estimated per capita

income of $1330. Until recently, its economic development strategy was

oriented towards import substitution in a market of about 45 million people.

As a result, Turkey has one of the lowest import shares in the gross domestic

product, approximately 9 percent. The share of exports is even lower, 4

percent, reflecting Turkey's large trade deficit that is only partly financed

by workers' remittances.

3. Turkey responded to the quadrupling of oil prices by borrowing abroad,

which permitted maintaining relatively rapid rates of economic growth in the

mid-seventies. The resulting accumulation of external debt, however, brought

into question Turkey's creditworthiness. By 1977, borrowing possibilities

ceased and the rescheduling of the debt became necessary.

4. The increased foreign exchange stringency due to the lack of

possibilities for external borrowing and the adverse effects of import

substitution-oriented policies on exports, led to a slowdown of economic

growth in 1978, and to virtual stagnation in 1979. At the same time,

inflation accelerated, notwithstanding controls on the prices of commodities
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produced by the State Economic Enterprises (SEEs) which were not managed on

the basis of economic principles. Turkey also suffered the effects of

artificially low interest rates, which discouraged savings and the

repatriation of workers' remittances hindered the process of financial

intermediation and encouraged capital-intensive activities.

5. The policy reforms instituted in the course of 1980 aimed at opening

the economy and increasing the role of prices and markets. The principal

measures introduced in January 1980 were a large devaluation, accompanied by

increased export incentives and the simplification of import regulations; the

liberalization of foreign investment; and the relaxation of controls on the

prices of most commodities produced by the SEEs. Subsequently, in June 1980,

the rediscount rates of the Central Bank on short-term credits were raised

from 14 percent to 26 percent and interest rates paid to savers, and charged

to borrowers, were freed, although a "gentlemen's agreement" among banks

limited the extent of increases in the rates.

6. The effects of the reforms were slow in coming. Until September 12,

when the military assumed power, production was disrupted due to the

intensification of violence, the decline in labor discipline, and the spread

of strikes, with 7.7 million work-days lost in the first eight months of 1980

as compared to 1.1 million work-days in the corresponding period of 1979.

Given these circumstances, and the tradition of selling on protected domestic

markets, the private sector did not make the effort required for vigorous

export expansion. Also, increases in prices were not accompanied by changes

in the modus operandi of the SEEs. With the rise in the cost of oil imports,

the balance of trade deteriorated further, additional further debt

rescheduling.

7. Improvements occurred after September 1980. Exports -- in particular,
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manufactured exports -- grew rapidly, foreign direct investment increased, and

domestic savings rose. Furthermore, following a temporary acceleration in

October 1980 when the military announced a 70 percent wage increase, the rise

of prices decelerated.

8. The January 1981 reforms carried further the liberalization process

begun a year earlier. The newly-instituted measures include the

liberalization of imports, involving the abolition of quotas; greater

incentives to exports in the form of credit and tax preferences; the reform of

direct and indirect taxes, aimed at improving the efficiency and the buoyancy

of the tax system; and the increased autonomy of the SEEs. Nevertheless, much

remains to be done to modernize the Turkish economy. This is apparent from

the following review of outstanding problems in various policy areas.

Policy Issues in Particular Areas

9. The abolition of import quotas notwithstanding, a wide range of

products remain subject to import licensing. Also, tariffs are high and tend

to vary to a considerable extent among products at the same level of

transformation as well as between inputs and outputs. Import protection in

the form of licensing and tariffs discriminates against manufactured and

primary exports and against primary production in general. Its effects are

only partially offset by export incentives, which are particularly inadequate

as far as the exports of machinery and equipment and construction abroad are

concerned.

10. The tax system in Turkey is antiquated. It does not provide sufficient

incentives for work and risk-taking and revenues have not kept up with

incomes. The January 1981 reforms have improved the situation but the

implications of inflation have not been fully taken into account. Also, the

reform of indirect taxes is yet to be undertaken.
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11. Real interest rates continue to be negative in Turkey with adverse

effects on savings, workers' remittances and the capital intensity of

industry. Furthermore, the banking system tends to be monopolistic, and

financial intermediation does not adequately meet the needs of a modern

economy. Stock and bond markets are also in a rudimentary stage.

12. At the same time, Turkey has not exploited its potential to export

manufactured products to the European Common Market where it enjoys

preferential treatment and to nearby and buoyant Middle Eastern markets. As

far as the private sector is concerned, small and inadequately specialized

plants established behind high protection barriers have made exportation

difficult.

13. In turn, the SEEs continue to be plagued by overmanning and the

inadequate compensation of their managers. Furthermore, the proposed reforms

have not come to grips with the need to provide appropriate incentives for the

SEEs to export and to compete with private firms and, eventually, with

imports.

14. Nor has Turkey utilized its potential for exporting agricultural

products in raw and in processed form. The prices of inputs and outputs are

out of line with world market prices; the investment allocation of the sector

has been low; and there are inadequacies in regard to institutional

arrangements and cooperative factors. These deficiencies concern extension

services, erosion control, storage facilities, agricultural credit, marketing,

as well as transportation and port facilities.

15. Similar considerations apply to tourism, where Turkey's potential

advantages in terms of natural resources and cultural sites have not been

exploited. Apart from political uncertainty, the lack of infrastructure has

been a constraint to the expansion of tourism. At the same time, the danger
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exists that, in the absence of an overall plan, decisions on tourism will be

made in a piecemeal fashion.

The Tasks of the Mission

16. The foregoing discussion may serve as a basis to define the tasks of

the mission in pursuing the general objectives outlined in Para. 1. The

mission's tasks will further include reconnaissance in regard to macro-

relationships and industrial structure that provide a framework for the

discussion of policy issues. These tasks will be briefly described below.

17. The mission will make estimates of recent and prospective future

changes in macro-economic variables, including the gross national product,

sectoral output and employment, the money supply, government receipts and

expenditures, and the balance of payments, both to provide a better

understanding of the economic effects of the reforms and to support work on

future policies. The projections will be made by using an expanded version of

the standard Bank model or, alternatively, by utilizing a revised version of

the Dervis-Robinson-Celasun macro model.

18. The mission will review the system of protection and export

incentives. The review will concern the treatment of import substitution and

exports, relative incentives to manufacturing and primary protection, and the

variability of incentives among industries. It will further deal with the

instruments of import protection and export incentives, including the question

of replacing quantitative import restrictions by tariffs and the choice among

tax and credit incentives to exports.

19. A review of investment incentives will be undertaken, covering domestic

as well as foreign investment, with consideration given to the administrative

regulations pertaining to the latter. The bias in the incentive system

favoring capital-intensive industries and production methods as well as large-
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scale industry will also be investigated. The analysis will further extend to

regional incentives and to obstacles to regional development.

20. The choice of capital-intensive industries and production processes is

further affected by the system of income and social security taxation. The

mission will review the economic effects of recent and prospective reforms of

these taxes. It will further examine prospective reforms of indirect taxes

and their incentives effects.

21. The capital intensity of production is also influenced by the level and

structure of interest rates, which further affect domestic savings, the

repatriation of workers' remittances and the process of financial

intermediation. The mission will analyze the effects of the recent interest

rate reform, the structure and the competitiveness of the banking system, the

sectoral allocation of loans, and the availability of medium-and long-term

financing.

22. In the manufacturing sector, information will be obtained on the

development of private and public industries, including data on output,

employment, capital investment, the relative importance of domestic and

foreign markets, as well as costs and profitability. The data will be used to

examine the efficiency of private and public enterprises in a comparative

framework

23. Among manufacturing industries, the mission will examine in some detail

the prospects for the expansion of engineering and mineral-based chemicals in

Turkey. This will involve a consideration of factors, such as scale,

technology, worker training, and marketing, with further attention given to

the possibilities for foreign investment and for Bank projects.

24. In the public sector, the mission will focus on the influences that

hinder efficient operations in general and the expansion of exports in
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particular. This will involve examining existing incentives and constraint

for the SEEs, the system of management applied, and the institutional

framework in which the SEEs operate.

25. The mission will analyze the development prospects of the agricultural

sector, with particular emphasis to export growth and comparative advantage.

Consideration will be given to the incentives affecting agriculture as well as

to institutional arrangements and the availability of cooperative factors.

The export possibilities for food processing and the potential contribution of

foreign investment in this sector will also be investigated.

26. The mission will examine recent trends and prospective developments in

tourism, taking account of Turkey's comparative advantages in this sector. It

will further examine the potential impact of the sector on the national

economy and evaluate its investment requirements. Finally, the possible role

of private and foreign investors and the system of government incentives in

tourism will be assessed.
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The Composition of the Mission

1. Bela Balassa, (DRC) Mission Chief confirmed

2. Jayanta Roy, (EM2) Deputy Mission Chief confirmed
industrial structure

3. Seok Hyun Hong, (EM2) macroeconomics confirmed

4. Jose da Silva Lopes financial sector confirmed
(consultant)

5. Sheetal K. Chand, (IMF) investment incentives confirmed

6. Michael Noel, (YP) incentives in private industry confirmed

7. Martin Wolf (EPD) incentives in public industry confirmed

8. consultant mineral based chemical exports to be
confirmed

9. IPD staff member engineering industries to be
confirmed

10. Pasquale Scandizzo, (AGR) agricultural exports confirmed

11. G. Swamy (EPD) exports of processed food confirmed

12. Isabelle Girardot-Berg agriculture and processed food confirmed

13. David Davis tourism confirmed

14. Bank staff member secretary to be
confirmed



Mr. Vinod Dubey, April 16, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

Hee~n-_c _Drft re-isson Issues ae

I enclose a draft version of "Turkey: Industrial Development
Strategy and Policy Review Mission. Pre-Mission Issues Paper" for our
meeting an Monday, April 20th at 12 o'clock. The Meeting will take place
in Mr. Dubey's office.

cc: Messrs. Davar/Berk, EM2; Hume, EM; Roy, EM2; Zamnm M.

Enclosur*
BBalassa:nc



Turkey Mision Meabers April 16, 1981.

Bela Balassa

Meating on Draft Pre-Mi~sxion Issues P!per

I 4melose a draft version of "Turkxy: Industrial Development
Strategy and Policy Review Mission. Pre-Mission Issues Paper." Your
comats by Friday, April 17th cob vould be appreciated.

Ulassa mC



Mr. Ran* V .aur, 1M.2 April 13, 1981

Bela Balassa, 1DRC

1 CUC1064 Sunestod text of a letter to be addressed to the two
uinleters and to Mr. Hanza. You may wish to altar the text of the letter
with Mr. EI asroat.

I further enclose for your information the two papers that would
be sent out: the first of tbese is available in an English version only, as
tb 'French version is being xoroemd

Enclosures
DBlassamae

Enclosed: Reprint No. 59 "Export Tnetives and Export Porf rmee In
Developing Cuntries: A Comparative Anslys:W1"

"Evolution do I& structure des echangsa do proftito
usvufscturea entre pays industriols ot pays en-
devoloppengntif



Dear

it was a pleasure mseting you and I very aMcb enjoyed the discussions I

had with you and your collaboators. Thooe discussimm permitted me to

develop my ideas as egards Incentive policlas In Tunisia that have been

expressed in my &dvisory repart. I hope that you will find the report useful.

As agreed, I enclose my papers on "Ineitations at perfomance a

I-exportation daus lea pays an deveioppemnt" and "Evelatton de Ua structure

don at'hanges de produits smauacatures antre pays InduatrIas at pays on

developpemont." The former examiesa the aetperionce of developing countries

following outward-oriented and Inward-oriented policies In the period up to

1973, the letter provid** proecntions for the manfactured experts of the

developing contries unti 1990. 4,hope that you -will find these papers

useful.

Please let me know if I can be of further assstance.

With best regards,

Sinerely your&,

Bola Bplasea



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATIO

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files 

DATE: April 13, 1981
FROM:

Bela Balassa

SUBJECT: RAMSES 1981

1. On my way to Tunisia last month, I met with Thierry de Montbrial, director
of the major French institute of international relations and rapporteur of a
recent report for the Trilateral Commission. De Montbrial asked me to comment
on his institute's recent "world economic report." My comments on the report
are enclosed.

2. While my comments emphasize its weaknesses, the report is commendable as a
first effort. I have since had the visit of the main author of the report,
who agrees with several of my criticisms and plans to make corresponding
changes in next year's edition, for which an English language publication is
also planned. It may be added that RAMSES received a very favorable review in
Le Monde.

3. The report often cites the Bank and expresses appreciation of its work.
It is noted that "in the somber picture of aid, the efforts of the World Bank
stand out by the dynamism and the imagination they display" (p. 92). Also,
"the World Bank gives evidence of promising ideas, in particular in attempting
to establish a new mechanism for financing the accelerated development of
energy in the countries of the Third World" (p. 89).

cc: Messrs. Stern, VPO; Qureshi, CEX; Benjenk, VPE; Merriam, IPA; Steckhan, Paris
DPS Directors, DRC Senior Staff, Chief Economists.
Mrs. Boskey, IRD

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc



RAMSES 1981: Cooperation ou Guerre Economique
Rapport annual mondial sur le systeme conomique et les strategies,

Institut Fransais des Relations Internationales,
Paris, Economica, 1981

Thierry de Montbrial, the Director of the Institut Frangais des Relations

Internationales, states in the Preface that the objective of the report is "to

present the public with a broad annual synthesis of the principal aspects of

the international economy, examined simultaneously from the political and from

the economic point of view." The report aims to do in the economic area what

the Strategic Survey, published by the International Institute of Strategic

Studies, does in the area of military security.

The present report, the first in a series, deals with the years 1979 and

1980. At the same time, according to Robert Bressand, the principal author of

the report, "The analysis of the economic difficulties characterising the last

two years could not be separated from an analysis of the basic trends --

political and strategic as well as economic -- that the world community has

experienced since the beginning of the seventies" (p. 1).

1. Economie et geopolitique

In the chapter on economics and geopolitics, it is suggested that "the

Soviet intervention in Afghanistan and the threats directed at Poland seem to

indicate the end of detente as generally understood" (p. 8). It is claimed,

however, that East and West have become increasingly interdependent

economically, with the East being dependent on Western food supplies and

technology and the West becoming vulnerable because of the spread of

"compensation" agreements, the increased indebtedness of the countries of the

Soviet bloc, and their rising share in the energy supply of Western Europe.

It is concluded that "for the East as well as for the West, security by

independence does not seem to be possible any more [and] one would need to
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explore the possibility of equilibrium in interdependence..." (p. 36).

The emphasis on increased economic interdependence between the East and

the West in general, and on the (economic) vulnerability of the West in

particular, is much overdrawn in the report. Recent projections by the

International Food Policy Research Institute do not foresee major increases in

Soviet food imports and the East could also reduce reliance on Western

technology, albeit at a cost in terms of the rate of economic growth. More

importantly, the economic vulnerability of the West is greatly overstated.

To begin with, compensation agreements, calling for loan repayments in

kind by the countries of the East, represent a small proportion of imports,

not to speak of production, in the West. At the same time, shipments under

such agreements reduce the financial obligations of the East which, at any

rate, hardly exceed the debt of a single developing country, Brazil. Finally,

West Germany is reconsidering plans for increasing imports of natural gas from

the Soviet Union.

The report further claims that "East-West tensions, internal

destabilization, and regional conflicts represent a threat to petroleum

supply" from the Middle East (p. 37). In particular, "Saudi Arabia that, more

than any other OPEC country, has taken account of the interest of consumers,

and has showed itself to be sensitive to the requirements of interdependence,

is in danger of becoming more and more isolated [and] the energy-security

relationship in the long term appears to be largely determined by the danger

of insufficient supply" (p. 47).

These fears appear exaggerated. Saudi Arabia did replace much of the

petroleum lost as a result of the Iraq-Iran war and the world petroleum marke-t

is increasingly characterized by oversupply, with the spot price in Rotterdam

falling substantially below the level shown in the graph on p. 57 of the
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report. This fact, in turn, has strengthened the hands of Saudi Arabia in

negotiations within OPEC. Considering further the prospective effects of

measures taken by the developed countries on oil consumption and the emergence

of new producers, it does not appear likely that shortages would occur for

some time to come. (For an extremely optimistic view on the oil prices see S.

Fred Singer, "A Crisis -- for OPEC," New York Times, March 31, 1981.)

Finally, notwithstanding the Iraq-Iran war, it is doubtful if one could

speak of "the end of an era of relative stability in the Arab world" (p. 49)

as Arab countries have shown a remarkable gift for accommodation. In fact,

with the recent sales of military equipment to Iraq and improved relationships

with Sudan, Egypt may again play a stabilizing role.

2. Les Economies de l'Ouest, du Sud et de l'Est en etat de choc permanent

The thesis that the economies of the North, the South, and the East are

"in the state of a permanent shock" also appears exaggerated. If the

preceding analysis is correct, and the 1973-74 and 1979-80 oil shocks will not

be repeated, there will be time for adjustment to the second oil shock.

At the same time, it is correct to say that "the present crisis is a

crisis of restructuring'; it forces the countries of the West to carry out

investments aimed at raising productivity levels and to modernize their

productive apparatus" (p. 67). This is a response to the changing structure

of comparative advantage, with the developed countries increasingly

specializing in high-technology products, that will have beneficial effects

for the long-term growth of the world economy.

Restructuring will be helped by the fact that, in contrast with the

situation existing after the 1973-74 oil shock, the cost of the oil price

increase is not borne exclusively by profits, so that there is less of an

(unfavorable) effect on investment. Also, the developed countries are now
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willing to accept continuing balance-of-payments deficits whereas in 1975 they

eliminated their collective deficit.by applying deflationary policies in

unison. In particular, Germany and Japan are applying expansionary measures,

however timid, notwithstanding their balance-of-payments deficits, while in

1975 the policies followed led to large surpluses in the two countries.

According to the report, "there is little chance that the international

economic environment would permit financing the deficit that the Third World

would experience if it attempted to preserve a high rate of economic growth"

(p. 86). It is further suggested that "the economic risk' of insufficient

recycling is that developing countries very much in debt would see their

growth rate reduced to only 4 percent (the middle hypothesis of the Morgan

Guarantee Bank) and even to 1 percent (the low variant)" (Ibid.)

This appraisal of the situation of developing countries appears overly

pessimistic. Nevertheless, the report is correct in pointing to the need for

international action as commercial banks are becoming increasingly concerned

about the risks involved in lending to developing countries that have

substantial debt obligations.

At the same time, it should be recognized that the accumulation of

external debt has occurred largely in countries which have failed to use the

proceeds of foreign borrowing productively. These countries would need to

increase exports and to efficiently replace imports, so as to improve their

balance of payments position. Increased exports and import replacement, in

turn, would permit maintaining high rates of economic growth.

3. Les rapports entre puissances economiques en 1978/1980

In examining the changing relationships among economic power centers, the

report speaks of the establishment of a system of multiple reserve currencies

(p. 142). While this view is supported by evidence on the diversification of
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currency holdings by monetary institutions, the recent strength of the U.S.

dollar, and the weakness of the German mark, point to the conclusion that the

role of the dollar in the international monetary system will increase again.

Corresponding, the need for a substitution facility is reduced.

The report correctly states that "apart from the very significant success

realized by certain developing countries, the most important battles for the

sharing of the world market take place among the three giants" (p. 162); i.e.,

the United States, the European Common Market, and Japan. It adds, however,

that the developing countries are becoming increasingly important markets for

the developed nations (p. 164).

As regards the measures affecting imports from the developing countries,

the report overstates the importance of the General System of Preferences by

implicitly assuming that imports under GSP would not have otherwise occurred

(p. 175) and by disregarding the limits imposed on GSP imports. Also, it

misreads the implications of the use of export limitations in the place of

Article 9 of GATT, in contending that this entails replacing unilateral

measures by multilateral actions (p. 176). Thus, the objective of the

developed countries has been to escape the constraints of Article 19 through

the use of export limitations which, rather than being negotiated, have

generally been imposed on the developing countries. Finally, while correctly

interpreting the achievements of the Tokyo Round negotiations, the report errs

in excluding the possibilities for such negotiations in the future (p. 181).

The report notes the increased emphasis given to improving productivity

and to restructuring industries in the developed countries. At the same time,

it is inappropriate to regard Korea as an example of the 'challengers' in

difficulty" (p. 186), since Korea has lost market shares to other newly-

industrializing countries as a result of the policies pursued by the former
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President Park. These policies entailed expanding highly capital-intensive

heavy industries at the expense of labor-intensive traditional export

industries and failing to offset cost increases by a devaluation.

4. Le gestion politique de l'interdependence

The report describes the failures of "global negotiations" between the

North and the South. At the same time, in considering the establishment of

the Common Fund as a positive achievement, it neglects to note that the

financing of the Fund is too small to enable it to take effective action in

the markets of any major primary commodity. In turn, market forces rather

than the opposition of the United States, contributed to the failure of

PANCAFE (p. 221). Nor can one expect that producer cartels would be

"supported economically, that is financially, by the industrial countries" (p.

222). More generally, the report does not consider the implications of the

election of President Reagan for the future of North-South relationships.



File$ April 13, 1981

Bela Balam

RAMSES 1981

1. On my way to Tunisa last month, I met with iery de ntbrial, director
of the major French Institute of international relations and rapporteur of 0
recent report for the Trilateral Commission. De Mientbrial sked me to comment

- on bit Inatituto's recent "vorld economic report." my comments on the report
are encloed.

2. While my comments emphasize its weeaesses, the report Is commendable as a
first effort. I have mines had the visit of the main author of the eport,
who agrees with several of my critiims and plans to make corresponding
changes in next year's edition, for which an Zoglish langwage pubictation is
also planned. It nay be added that RAMSES received a very favorable review in
LeMonde.

3. The report often cites the Bank and expresses appreciation of its work.
It is noted that "in the aomber picture of aid, the efforts of the world Bank
stand out by the dynamism and the imiagination they display' (p. 92). Also,
" the World Bask SIves evidence of promising Idess,, In particular in attempting
to establish a new mehanism for finanriqg the accelerated development of
energy in the countries of the Third World" (p. 89).

cci Messrs. Stern, VPO; Qureehl, CEX; Benjank, VPE; MerrIam, IPA; Steckhan, Paris
DFS Directors, DRC Senior Staff, Chief Eonomists.
Mrs. Noskey, IRD

Enclosure
BBalasaanc



April 13, 1981

Dr. Hubertus Mller-Groaling
Institut f~r Weltvirtschaft an der
UniversitAt Kel

2300 Kiel I
Postfach 4309
Germany

Dear Dr. Mllar-relsing:

Thank you for your letter of April 3rd. I would indsed havs
been very happy to participate at the reception honoring Proessor
Glerseb but I am afrkid I will not be able to come to Kiel on May Ilth.

As regards your questions I provide the following information.

(a) The title of the Seaaloon articea in "Econondat Faul Samuelson Charts
Global Shifts"; it is on page 20 of World Bsiness Weekly, December 1,
1980.

(b) The Zimmermn paper is a printed publieation of the World Rak that is
not part of any of the tank series.

Yor sin$ermsely,

Bela Was*



April 13, 1981.

Prof. Dr. MUkerrem Hi4
Istanbul University '
Europe and Middle East Economic

and Social Relatione Research Institute
Istanbul
Turkey

Dear 'Professor Hic:

I am happy to report that the Research Commiede haB approved
financing the Raseareb Project on,4mcmtive and protetion in Turkey.
An official letter to this effect will be sent to SPO shortly.

I was glad to learn from your letters of March 12th and March 22nd
that the project is progressing. I have asked two of my colleagues to review
your proposed questionnaire. T expect to receive their comaents within a week.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,



April 13, 1981.

Professor Gustav Rani
Yale University

Department of Economics
Economic Growth Center
Box 1987, Yale Station
New Haven, Connecticut 06520

Dear Gus ,

I enclose in two copies a slightly revised version of my contribu-
tion to the Reynolds Festschrift.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosures Bela Balassa

Enclosed: "The Policy Experienceof Twelve Less Developed Countries , 1973-1979"



April 13, 1981.

Mr. Jobn I. Dunning
University of tading
Departmnt of REcomese
Whiteknighta
RwadIng
RG6 AWA

gAXand

Dear John:

I am afraid that I Us"e not bemm able to obtain a favorable
response a vfag n the pibility of your spending samw time working
at the World Baak. I am sorry for this as I would have liked to have
contiwjing contaet witb you here. I he, howmwer, that we will have
the chance to ="et before long.



April 13, 1981

Dr. Mancur Olson
President-Elect
Southern Eonomic Assataion
Univeritty of Maryland
Departwmet of Economics
College Park 20742
Maryland

Dear Mancur,

Thank you for your invitation to organize an Invited Seession
at the November meetings of the t rn Economic Association. I am afraid
that I b&Ve accumulated so canot accept your invitation. I am
sorry for this but I hope that you will understand my reasons.

Yours sinetrely,

Bel Baa



April 13, 1991.

W Geoff,Meel

T I Univerot of Sussex. ( m.L

beginnW 18t and latfa tre weks I wone ifu col



WOR' 3ANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATI'

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: April 9, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

S U JCT Advisory Mission to Tunis, March 23-29, 1981

1. At the request of Mr. Stern, I went to Tunisia to advise the government
on the policy orientation of the VIth Plan (1982-86). In the course of my
visit, I met with the Minister of Planning and Finance, the Minister of
National Economy and the Minister of Social Affairs, with other government
officials and with several representatives of the private sector. Mr. Rene
Vaurs accompanied me at the meetings.

2. During my visit, I prepared an advisory report, entitled "Quelques
considerations sur le syst~me d'incitations en Tunisie," various elements of
which were discussed at my meetings. A copy of the advisory report is
enclosed.

cc: Messrs. Stern, VPO; Please, VPO; Tolbert, IDF;
Chaufournier, EMNVP; Bart, EM2; Picciotto, EMP; Zaidan, EMP;
EL Maaroufi, EM2; Dubey, EMNVP; Asfour, EM2; Bachmann, EM2;
Hume, EMP; Vaurs, EM2;
DPS Directors, DRC Senior Staff,
Landell-Mills,PPR; Westphal, DED

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc



QUELQUES CONSTDERATTONS SUR LE SYSTEME

V'INCITATIONS EN TUNISTE

BELA BALASSA

PROFESSEUR D'ECONOMTE POLITTQUE

CONSEILLER PRTNCIPAL A LA BANQUE MONDIALE

INTRODUCTION :

La Tuniie a eu une excettente pertormance 9conomique,
en pa-ticuLiex paAmi te4 pays du Magheb, pendant Za pexiode qui
a 6uivi Ze quadtuptement du p4ix du pit4ote en 1973-74 et Za 4e.ezioj
mondiate de 1974-75. La Tunizie a augmenVt za patt danz t'expoLta-
tion des ptoduitz manuactutiet4 en P,%ovenance des pays en voie de
divetoppement danz des ptopottionz impoxtantez tandiL que Za pat
des pays du Maghteb a diminug. EZte a augmentl son taux d'9pa%gne
comme Zes autre.6 pays du Magheb mais, matgtg qutequez inve4-
tizzements hautement capitaizstique6 danz tes entteptizeA manuLac-
tu4Aitez pubtique4, ette a zu 9viteA V'augmentation importante du
coeiLicient de capitat qu'on a obzetv9 danz Zes auttes pays du Ma-
gheb. Ain6i, Za Tuniie a accMZA za ctoiszance ftonomique a
'instat de Z'Egypte qui a bgn Licig du 6Zux de capvitaux tLtangetz

et de Z'augmentation impco4tante des tecettez du CanaZ de Suez tan-
diA qu'un jZ chizzement ezt intetvenu en Atgltie et au Maoc.

L'augmentation du votume et du p%ix du pettoLe txpot-t
a contiZbug d'une jaqon non-n.gtigeabte a Za ctoizzance economique
tuniLienne. Les tevenuz pJtootietz ont pe'umiz une augmentation im-
potante de Z'ipagne nationate, des impottationz et des dipenzez
pubLiquez. CeA detnikez ont Itl utiti zes en pa%tie poa.% 6ubven-
tionnet Za conzommation de certainz ptoduitz et combtet Ze d9-
Licit des entteptize4 pubZiques.

.....
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Pendant Za ptochaine dcennie, La Tuni4ie va connaZtse

un jZ chi4Aement de Za coi4ance de Za ptoduction pttoaiaJe tan-

di4 que Za conzommation va continuet a augmenteV a un rythme Ze-
v6 matgx teA mesuxe de consetvation qu'on poutait introduite.

De pZu4, apt4 V'augmentation ticente du pti'x du pittoZe, it ne

6aut pa4 ttop compteA 4ut de4 augmentation4 impotLtante4 de 4on

prtix klez.

Le taZentissement de Za c'oi44ance de4 tevenus pioZ-tieu
en tetme4 'ietz et Zeu4 gventue.te diminution au.4ont de4 e66et4
d 6avotabZes 4ut La batance de4 paiements, Le budget et Z'lpatgne
nationaLe. ALin de 4auvegatder un taux de ctoiz4ance conomique e-
Zevg pour zati46aite Zes bezoin4 et tez exigences du peuple tuni-

4ien, it 4etait n cezsaite de ptendte dez mezutez pout amrLio'eV
La baLance dez paiementz, 9vitet un dilicit budgltaite, et mainte-
ni% L'pargne a un taux ULevg, tout en 6avoti&ant son utiLi4ation
ptoductive.

L'amitiotation de La baLance de4 paiement4 nlce44iteait
une augmentation nette deA expoLtationA ainsi que La 4ubtitution
de46 impo'ttalt'n.. MaiA cette detniLae 9tant ZLimitte *at Z'exigui-
- du matchg tunizien, eZZe devtait itte LtZe, du moin en partie,
a L'augmentation dez expotationA alin de pouvoit expLoitek te4
conomies d'gcheZte dan4 La ptoduction manu~actutiae.

La Tunizie ayant une 4izcaati -t-' dZevge patmi Le
payz en voie de d-vetoppement, on ne dev.'ait paA envisageA une aug
mentation de La patt dez imp8t danz Ze A.evenu nationat. Pou/.' 9vi-
te4 un dgLicit budgtair.e, it &ra a.-Lon nece 6.6aie de ktduite Le4
d'penzes, en t a'tticuLiek tes subvention & La. consommation et aux
en-treepLize-6 pubtiques.

FinaLement, mainteniE un taux d'ipatgne ULev! demande un
et ot-t 6uppZimentaie pout encouagea V'ipatgne ptivie ainsi que
V'tabLiszement de cicuits 6inanciet pou,% que cette patgne zoit
utiLisge d'une jaqon pioductive.

La %e,4,ation de ces objectiL6 dans Ze but de poutL4uivLe
tez qande4 otientcations du 6 me PLan, notamment La Agionati.sation
et La ctration d'empLoi, nicezziteta une 'rvision du sy6tfme d'in-
citation actueL. Cette vvizion devrait comportet de6 me.uJte con-
ce,%nant Ze code d'invetizsement, tez expo'tationz, La protection
industieZte, Le contt5Ze deA ptix et Zes 6ubvention., Zez ent'e-
ptizez pubZiques, et Le 6y-t.rme 6inancie%.



LE CODE D'TNVESTTSSEENT

La toi d'aolt 197 )teZative aux inveat-iAementz danA 1e4
induzttie6 manu6actutitses a conttibug I V'ezo't tapide des inve4-
tissements dans ce secteut.

Les dispositions de Za Zoi concetnant V'fchetonnement de
V'exonitation de V'impt 4uA Zez blngZicez de V'eniteprice zeton Ze
nombte d'empoi etit a javotiLZ te4 gande4 en'Lrep4-ize4 done Ze4
e6'ecti6 sont ptuz impoatants sanz javori-e4 e'empZoi. Ele a pu

mime avoit des ex66e4 n ate6 ut V'empaoi, 4'ant donng que ZeA
grandes entZeptize6 6on- qn'caZeMent ptu. capitatistiques que tez
petitez et Ze coat de ctiation dz Z'emptoi en tetmes de cacvitaz in-
veati ea-t pLus gZevg.

De mime, t'exemntion des dtoitz de douane asur t'importa-
tion des biens d'Quipement a encoutaq t utiti ation des mithodez
capitatiztiqueA, ainsi que t'6tabtizzement d'induztieA capitati4-
tique4 au dipenA de Z'emptoi. Les changez sociaZe6 gtevfea ont eu
des e6jetz zembZabtes.

La toi de 191' accotde des avantage4 conzidi-rabes tout
inveztisement agrt6 4ous Jotme d'exondaation d'imp8t4 et de
dtoits de douane. PaA contre, Zez avantageA Aupptmentaie4 pout
tes expottations et pout ta %dgionaizsation son. minimes ; its com-
portent t'exontiation de V'impt Aut Les blni16ceA pOuA une annge
suppZimentaite ap.is Za pl.tiode de cinq ans p)Lvue pout tous Zes
investissementz agnt.'s. Et quoique ie ptojetz Aigionaux on", pu
bgn-Licie de Za boni,'icaticn du taux d'intt4t juzqu'a 5 % et
d'une Aubvention d'investisement jusqu'? 10 %, danz Ze. ca6 ori
cei dipoaitionA ont It-1 apptiques ettes n'ont pas comen.0 tes
insu3isances des tgionz deSavotis ez en matire d'in azttuctute
physique et 4ociaLe. Ainzi,ttez investiszement5 danz tez tgiona d5-
6avo'izles se sont situiz en gtand pattie zu4 te pbLimitCe de Za
capitate.

Finatement, tes dispositions de Za toi de IQ74 Aont Zez
mimes pout Ze4 btanches indust ieZlea t aditionnettes et pou ten
btanchez nouvettes. Etant donnl que ZeA btanche4 induztriettes tta-
ditionnettes binijicient de condition4 ptus javout;.btes dies A teuA
ant'lioxit pat tappot aux nouvettez branche4, cez detnite4 zont
dgsavoi4sez. Ceci ezt, en patticutiet, Ze caz pouA ZeA induzttie6
de bienz d'lquipement oui ze touvent dgcoutagge6 paA la Jtanchize
de dxoit uA Ze4 9qui' rnementz imrott 4. Il eat ptronoa de modiiet
Zea dispositions de Za toi de 1974 ajin d'encou.aget, Zes expokta-
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tionz,te nouve ez btanchez induzttieZlez, 'emrtci, et ta 't.qio-
natziation, noLZ.Lnat t AA-$ m4Lu''2 .a nL

?temitpke-mntn

L' exonlftation de dcoits de douane su- V'i put.ation dez

bienz V' lquipement devtait ttc abo.Eie s _u6 vut e_% indLub!tideA ex-

osurcset te.6 nouve_'.'ez btinchc,5 in-duztrtiet(s. CePe;-,ant, -out

aZgje Ze coilt 4inznciev Ot t'ente iize, ZlC Paicmer..-nZfI re.S d4tA-ts

de diouane davtai". _t.,e jCkzonnll_ zut un e -4ioe e dix an.6 Ypra, V'oc-

ttoi d'un tl'4it a un taux d'int t notrna. Cette dPL.O n et-
mettait d'accoZdet une ex30 2. at3o3 2tux e onP qui eait bonc-
tion dz a ga,%t ( x,,ictta 4e ;_ecu Yjpoduction nul-

L'exonftation idz sux l.p.z -npw bn'iccs de C' _entteplli e
dev.ait- it' e 9out )inr .-L.,-x

noue~ls oarces ndutritte &con curt.rence e 50 "'. Les investiz-

,eAZ enC-'z danp t- L4 d'Lzd CLL-tesucc. rn dx
aine-.,Z. balit de 30 1"J Z't, danz toute 6 Ze or-ns-L qu~

luzt*ieLl. En out, Za dispoeition de a Coi f:!.aYCisant Ut -taux
LJCuit de Z'iln3t suA e Z impdts aux expotation, pout

VL entep4 etL' expo,.taLtticez _'4 patt'i. Pun euif. minzfa &t. d-z 20 S
de Leut ptoluttion, dedtaIzt Rtse "_etndue "; toutLJ.1LA. sans

z euit, iini ,u.

Troizilnimeeit:

Danz Ze de & duixe V'atttai.t de La capilt e a.nzi que
d'vitet -4L-a tagmentation excezive de V'industtie CanL a t cbldLL,

V'objecti4 de t'iqionalisation le V'induzttie devtait itte loutbulivie

,gat t',tabZfl e.if e dt zonez inczreut azjottiez i'iqui,-,lemenZ zo~

ciaux. A 'ins;'ar de bt zone industtcL etb! d. d pctab s, zone.t dlf-
v.Laient -Levtit un caactu. te sp70 li. CeUci est L cA.s, etL :OaJtica-

tiet, pout icz Enluzt.-Les ,i5'cvnique~s F- ecttiouns qui n.!',eAsit_,nt

ha d Ze ,ponibinit . d'activqi n' tiles en amont et en vt.

LES EXdORTATdONSe

Le. expOttationz des oAoduitz mavu'actuxcietz ont connu un

eszot ,,ema,%quabte en Tunizie. En mime tempz, danz une Ltrnie me'su'le,

tes ent,,eptizes expoktatticaz ne zont pa.6 inVtles au ltizsu inlu's-

AieZ -- unizien et et.,e-6 ont ct,]' une valewt ajoutde nationate assez

iaibte. Czci ,tlsutte dez avantages accotd5_z pat Za Zo.L d'avtit 1972

aux entteptizeA qui expottent 100 % de Zeut ptoduction pat co" 'pa k a4-

zon avec tez entte 'ptizes qui n'expottent qu'une pattie de teut p,"o-

ducl-tion et qui bzlnl~icient de ta Zoi de 1974.
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Tandis que ta Zoi de 1972 p&9voit 'exonbtation totate de
V'impOt sut te6 b4tlice. pendant une p4-iode de dix an., La Zoi de
1974 n'accotde qu'une tiduction paxtiete de cet imp5t et pouA teA
entepti-se,6 %gaLi'ant a 'exportation un poutcentage minimum de teuL
chi66te d'a66aite. Le dipazzement de ce AeuiL est auz4i nlce~saie
pouw ZeA enttepieA soumiaeA c ta toi de 1974 bentjicient de V'ad-
mi44ion tem' otaite pour taoueZte ettez doivent obteni. une caution
a un codt glevg. CeA *'t ente'Pisez tenconttent dez dij~icultt6 ad-
miniztatives conzid .xabLes, avec des diLaiA d'un an minimum, .i
eZZes veuZent .e zetvi& du d4awback dans e caA oa ette4 n'avaient
paz ptivu d'expotte4.

L'ggatiZation deA avantagez a t'expottation pou4 teA entte-
px~ies zoumise.s aux Zois de 1972 et 1974 setait conjotme I i'Zn-

tbtit nationaL. Lez devizes p'ocu,%9ez danA teA deux caz ont La mime u-
tititg pou% ta cottectivit , et V'expottation paktiete e a V'avantage
4uppn-Uentai e de cont..ibuet & Z'int gration indutiZetZe dans Ugco-

nomie rationace. Pouw Za mire taizon, i. audr.ait imptiiet Zes con-
dZZions actueLLe. en ce qui concetne tez tnsacticnz en-t/e tez entte-
ptizsez 6ounizez 2 Za Zoi de 1972 et ? ta Zoic de 1974. Enlin, LL 6au

dprai-" aZutet'exongtation "otate de,, tcxe inite4 pv1Aes aux
ttadeb antitieuwts de La ptoduction. Cet objectiz zeta a-teint, une

4ci V'int gaation des taxez indZiectez et Z' tabZLisement d'une seuZe
taxe u5t Za vaceut ajoutge achevjs. E;ite termp., I Z'inztat d'au-te4
payA comme Ze Mexique, iZ 6audai gt iablit des d-taxez 4otaitaie.
ro~Ur. Za taxe & Za ptoduction non xembou sge'Aut Zez ptoduits intetmg-
diaiLe.s ainki que poua La taxe zut ie6 p&e.rtation6 de zetvicez bazaez
s~u .des no".mes. itcabtiez pou. chaque industie. Suivant 'exempLe de La

ThaLande. on dev-ai au,6zi Jtabti-% deA notrie* pou.- Ee teribouu4ement
ds dtcits de douane pagu' aux div'.s stade.s anJ. ieus de La ptoduct

on tocate deA v/c'duit6 n5ermi>'ies.

A L'instaLL d'autre pacw, comme Za G& -ce, Taiwan, et La
-ha.Zande, on devtait encoutaget V'itabZizzvment des socilt"n comme4-
cCa.Les 'expottation qui p/ospectea.ent de nouveaux mactchi powu Zes
p'oduits taditLoonnetz de La Tuniise e. z'c',oceaient de t-%ouve4 dez
artch5-s toout Ze.s ncuveaux produitz. La d-vetziication de4 dibouchi
ez des p/Loduitz expotek tcvt une imrpottance patticuZLtre, 9tant don-

np Ze6 Umit,!-ont imLoe*s u Z'expottation tuni6ienne de Za conec-
zion en Fraynce et Ca nfces.itL d'encouacet V'expo'taigon pa Le4 pe-&res et motenneS en'LPt&isez.

nu-vant L'exemrtc des upes - -l ad'at racco'%det te.s
*eieav-ntne. aux .c "zl-t comrleciafe d' xortatuon qt'cax p/to-
exrotiet r*,eC-Lenrn. n c'. a rj d.e taizen pout une

Cp.Lxn up pZimn Utane. danus te~ pu'Jen cas et ju.qu'd taisent, cet-
e imposiit-on s'es.-L av e un cbAtacfe majeu P( a f.cation de sociZ-t ' commerciatez d'ex o't-Lation. Les eniterLZ4'42_ comm-etciatez ain6i

u zes exvoktateut diLects dev.aient se voi& accokdet des aciii-
t U.s -oau ia oirozection d&e aatchiA u compiz L'Ltabtissemfent d'agen-

e- b.e as/iL 4ikLaW.ciC tv Acr. P catieciation aux
OA' , C,'- CUX miA , f ore ptlc' ectf-4-on setoLni- auzzi souhai-

... /..
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Ces mezutes de ca Lackt e 'izcat devtaient Ette asso,%'iez
de Z'amiotation de Za potitioup de c6idt et t'ltabizLement d'un
zyqt~me d'a66utance f c".dit a V'expottation. On devait a2igve4

Zea conditions de Prinancement, rotonavt tes dgZai.s de Z'e5comPte
I ptus de 90 jout6, et ltabiAr une jaciktt nout des ctxdit- a moyen

terme. Ce4 tecommandatcns sont-- base 4u% 'exp xience des pays de
'Ext;me-0,%ient. La detnilte tecommandation Aevit une impotance

pati.cutile PouA encoutaget !'ex poxtation des bien.6 d'equpement.

L'a6.sutance cd-it vout ti.quz potitique et ti4que commet-
ciae, utiti.6e pat e -)ay.6 en voie de d'vetoppement exportateut6 de
toduits rnanujactur.is, encowtae ta p,%o*pection de nouveaux matchgs

Zt leXVokta.Lion dIan6 eS oils '3Le, condit-l-onz po?-itique,6 nz 6ont pa,
stabte6. Leut int oduction est souhattabe pou& Ees c)Zd-itS a moyen
terme maiz auszi. peOuc tes vtidits I coua.t t eme.

Pout que te4 mesures IiscaLes et Ze ctr.di-t aient Zes estetz
nscomptgs, i~t 3'aud,%ait maintenibt un tazux le changeranse CeclL nl-
csAsite d'lvi-tet e,5 ')cutin a,% rapot Svtises deIs prtin-

cipaux manch~s tu.-isizns et en pniuir 'pacaind ia
t-untsizn, c-, quZ a Itj obs'tvX tczment. En p a.act ce.6 Ltwustementz

.!e.s cons qunce-s lz ?a acuen.e agmentation des sa.-aite devaenf
tzt? aussi Pisez ei Considi.taion.

On devLait en mene temps Jvitet un endetttment exces6il, ce
qui maintiend,%a.t te taux de change a un niveau Z-LiUL au taux de
change d'IquiLibte a Zong te,%me et ncessiterai.-t te embou.semenZ des

emy)unt. I un taux de change dlp&igC.. NotaMnCt une ah de6 Peve-
nuA de P &rofl entaineta une d5pticiz..on de m. ionnaie tn.Lenne.

LA PRTOTECTION INDUSTR2TELLE

Le ma.4.ntiendd'UnL V.UX de chanoe tgal.Atp. est aassi ngoe.6-
zai te qouA La Pou.zuuEte d'une Po LtioNe rte r.otection ationnel7e. La

pice maln-tesse de cet'te !oLitique devtait Ette F-e syAV6me douaniet.
Ceci demandetait 19-a a..stion deA 4esttictionz quant-'itaive6 a
Z'impottation qui conztituent actuettement tez p-incipatez mezutez de
ptotection en Tuniie.

Les testrctionz quantitativez -4 V'impoktation ont aidl a
'itabU4.6ement deA Q/Lcande Zndus&r, actue.es maiz ce, id-~us.ie,

dLzo'Lmai, tzaditionneA.e ne n5ceziten- puz Ia ptoect.ion "ab6oIue"



que cez testtict onz ,vOcuA^,IPt-. ucique Za compoftaison dSes ,n/ix
nourt tez pproduitA Aetativement 4tmntes autait pu )ermett,%e d' -
viteA Ze zatizaction de4 besoinz nationaux avec des ptoduitz to-

caux excezzivement ches, ees compartai4onz %-zconttenlt ds diJ4j-
cultts pLatiques dana Ze ca- de mtoduits scohistiqu,., cO Za sI-

ciLicationztechnique vat- e de 4aqon con idltabte poui Zez mimeA p/o-
duitz. DanA cettains cact, Pa di.6onibititA d'un ooduit tocaZ sem-
btabte maiz n'ayant pas tteou-e- e capactiztiouez technique4 d5si-
,ies a donnt .ieu 2 dea dijLicuLZt56 pou obteni La Zicence d'im-
Porttatioj pouw. Ze poduit tequis . Cec- ,_xpLique Ze temptacemen.It deA

qtuactiont quantittives ( t'imPoevation ravt de,6 dtoitz de douane
au oou-..s d. d'ivzecppement dstrJZdans Ze6 autezs pays. Danz ;e

ca~s de Za Tunt;iie, ,v pocezsuz / e Zib ralisationt PouvtaiZ' -t-e cta-
Z2 A u~ne d de cinq anz, en commeagant oat Zge. mat e., p/t-

mi tes et tes au,'te p4oducits intemrmdiaites. sijanroin.6, on pouJt-
rait pkoLlget Ze nouveaux p/oduits pcvt de6 Aetiction& qu antit a-
tivez a t'im ottation 'pendant une pti-ode Limitge tandiz qu'izL az-
4urtent Zewtr6 mnrchi6.

Le ,eip acement de Za ptotection., pax d"s ittsic..on quan-
siatve &l'mprttin asune patl_,-c-_.,ca pvL de's ditoits de duua-

ne n La /L16otme du zygtqme dOcuaaiei. Eyn 'ab6ence d'un
pZan bien conQu, ce .rme. 'e.6t diveApp_ deo jagon ad-hoc en tj-
poLe aux dzmaide. dez ienskZp l/4. PouA azsuep za coh ;,ence et
6on e',icaciAj, on devtaiz pprendte en cCmQp-tge Zes tcLationz d'Ochan-

ge i'n 4ecZorieZZes et dvatuet Ze 'aux de p/tcection e44ective zut
La va.'eut ajioute.

Daznkt La o~ormg, On evait ,vitci des vatia'Ctlon. f impot-
t-,4t de taux de pxotection .6ec.tive et Z.duLe tc ,.-ux moten.
Actue>C.oment, pZuwieurs ptoduits bn4Licient d'un taux de pro.tec-
tion de pZLu (de ?0 () d'utA.e6 ont une protLction zwloctiv. ng-

gcative dae aux riuoitz de douane UL Zva su,% Ze.6 ,voduits .ngvdiaZ-
Pec. pa,% tappctt au ptrituit ina(l. WgavmoI nz, -lo litotestion decs bicn.6
d'cquiP ment levzait /este.t mod,-eeite ,,)out cvit0u -et Z 'augenta/:.ion -. x-
ce.Azive du prix de tevienit miaiz ausi A'Ztab Uz-erent d'une indu6-
tkie mecankque et Lecttique ne produisant que rctO un rmatch na-
tionaZ exigu et donc & une lcheLLe inzu6L izante. Pout encoutage/t Ze
diveZoppement pa,%atZU'e de La pAoduction de V'indutsxie m)canique
et CLeckt.ique pout Ze mapchi naticnaL et pout V'expottation, on de-
v'Lait appZiquet dei rezutes de ptomotion au Lieu de '-i de pkotec-
tion. CeZtes-ci incZu)xont Zes incitation6 & L'investizzement d-

*. .....
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ckiten tU,6 |haut, lei adt ;vtjstzntiets, ain.6i que "'exonl-
*ation de dt'its de doutane Pswt oi's Z;&'s.ai.

La tvvisin du .5sZ7m nie an ieA p evnettaa de jai,e I'ace
au dumping en introduisant de. taxes anti--dumving ou de6 ptrix mini-

mui I L'impottation. En mrne tAes, tlutitization des droits de doua-
nz au ticu de test-tictioY1. quantit,,t.;ve6 Li V'ioottat. On enttaine-

>ait uns %Adu-,,tion dez o.ix en encotageant .concu' reCcs eattac
po.u4ts Zocaux st imictt 6 ain4i qu'entke poduits impottA1s.

CONTROLE VES PRIX ET SUSVENTIONS

an.6 ta situzttion zctue,-e, ta LiZiCton dUr i',ta. in
i tendanae I au ' mente pxtix des produit impo'ts ce qui binj-
jicie Aouvent aux expotateu,%r. t'r.anpzAA. En cut'Le, eZte permet Ze

?reiZntien de prix OlevOs "ou. tez vtoduits fOccaux qui ne AOnt paz
cOnCuLAkenc9,s paz Zae impottationA. Le con-tx5e dez Ptix ne veut pas
inZLuencv e c Pe % ,-x des pxodu'itz 9ttanget.L et 6e4 e4et6u' tes ,-),to-
duit.s Zocaux ne maiiquant oz d'ambiguitg.

D'abttd l'omoogaix1desptix pektmet I 'nrpied
r!.2 :pz ' ss ictltts rnbiis ztces.si" ( , et d'O!telL des bInlizS il's 00-

wirtionieZ4 I is coats. Atn.si, it y a 6e.? dVincita-.lot .5 3A$ LO-
,t 7tion de LOduCt-vJ-Z zt . . cOnLualCe. AUs'., *9 - de
,iimpltijicat.Lon 4dn Ptocilutes le ta -aat de.3 autoritisi ;'incite pa's

*e -ntkapr'L-. a amiieZ A ta quLtLitg dea matchaadi3es vouL ZLL -
,?ueLLZe s eZ.a.6 ne peuvent ,a.s oobteniA un otix pLus ilevi.

Le pa ags itiva de l'ho ologation I Z'o-homoto-ation,
xvac ta d;t ,n'at..ot des ma tqs b -tjicia ites , ' e s ,xa -totis

ict n- me.LLuLa *t a tion des besoiiA ovL ii laymne
!i' us 'tadu di noduits. viarnoins, e intcblme demu ' jui q -

m!ioi ration de P-a qo +.dic:.ivil-,, se -t.,outviz -~crg c n j 2,;t
qu'et e steoeu ;)as entrtaivie untz aL.3m--ntat.;on 19-1 tg sbi i i

cLaitzs, ce qui es,-- nlc-essaite )out que V'entAevisa acceote te
,tisque. Ainsi a conc, L),,ence (-,' -es zotces dIu match6 ean une
am!iiotation de Z1 9,7-o 1u c ti vit t: 4u niveau die vioe e pzuve,,t pa~s

cOnvznablbena7tt jO.Let.

La Libitatisation des p4ix nou' ait commence t 1 pat tes
ptoduitA 0:' ;,? y a un no -n,5te ie poutuss;iatp ~ sue
"a concutrtzncz. '?ins ae 6 cai, on oouLtait "Lqer a tibatt2i on-
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-tt8ie de4 prtx, avo-c n ctiicat,on de4 changemeqnt de ptix aux au-
tortis cequi P.s* actuel'emen.' "p cas noux te cui,%, te vetse et tez

Au ca/ , i 1xi,6te. une sZtuatio:-d monopoZe ou d'ozigopote
sut te ma.chi nattonat, Za LibItliLzat-ion dez 'mix dev,*Lait tte pAic-

diepa., Za Pib!Aalizat.on ie4 e/itiictions quattitatives a L'po-
t.on. Une 6ois ce pioceszu6 tetmin, La concuoutence :,,angtte Y3out.,La

e'6ectivement ni iter. Z'augmenlation ie6 pi,%ix des 9kodu.t4 Zocaux 't

.end.Le 2e con;&.6Lx ie 2&Leu, % x ,usp lxtx

On On 'rrict' ivent ei.enent LZ'-)eQ -e cont- ' Rc un e -
rL( n hze ( v) prodluit, de ccand, ,)normaticn. 'Aais, cc cvnte-'--5e ne

'evitai.t ni rgi'ce ux ci'-ja dInz a.ux d':ipvvns ni ciulerR

enttainet deA subvention4 exces.sive.6. '7 e.At Yaticut.4,tement irpox-
tant qu'on tabZiszp d- p x & fmunlLL teutz pvuA. tes petits et mo-

yenz agicuLttuLA. De cette 6aqon, on rout'ait amLioeA La 6itua-

.ion dan Zes % gionz davotiste6, augmenteA. La demande de ta pa(t
de6 agxiauteu.'s powut Ze. ptoduits indus0ieZs, et encouage. L'aug-
mentation de /a ptcuctLion acgicoie.

Lc r onstNfu.or dtes tooupetitu.i .o t su- Ca
tien dut Po,.ix de a vineovire ;-mdique decs rros,.iFbilZjstr lr'augmen-

taond'e P-a Drdcin ez x~utt ebalsPcuft.aient ULe

obteruz pr ta ibLta.Uzation du yv.ix d(e ea viande bovine. En m'ne

oepS, cn degait zurrimet Lez subvertion4 au.x aiment concentts
cui cnt ccnzommateLu4 de devi,6ez et dEcou agent 'utiiiation de4

p~turae & un codt pLuz 9conomique.

LES ENTREPRTYES Pl'BLIOUES

P-uzieut,s ca-go'tie6 de zubveno tionz ont accoxi1es aux en-

Lepki4 ez pubLL quez. C c4 ens 5 - '-ont 4 cumis es ? un cont.'5& ad-
minist,,atil, cc qui entaine Z'intexvention ' )-esque quotidicnne O.e.
Z'E.Cat danA Zeu.L' ge.tZin . En mime temp-r, matLyx Ees te soutce.6 6-
nancgtez r.,sees a deut diziosition, un nombte iLtpottant de ce6 enii.%e-
pkize. ont un 'aibLe niveau de ptoductiv i

TL 6etait zouhaitabLe de tempLtcer ee 6inancement de6 ertxe-
ptize6 pubZiquez pat 'Etat pat un 6inancement vat Ceu banques, com-
Ye ceLa a .te popo4 . De4 teptgenltantz de4 banqueA ievAaient 4a.te

patie du Con.6eit d'Admini6txation de ces ent'o.'.-Lie6 acin de 6'a5-
.u.Ae'. que Zes 6ond.6 soint bien utiti.t6.
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:a ausi -'e ConszilZ c-nt *ennz des A"-
miitae r ztpemanznts ec I tv,!ps p:,.a--!t -eu., bu.-eau dans

Va'nteprti&e et !tant timunls pat cetZe-ci. It ezt douateux que ce4
dispo6iZZows pLsentt e4ectivement avoti svr. Pe buLj d'a sutet Oe
bon n n n de ' t  ep . EZs dtne-taient Lieu 3 ute

duZLication et des con"ZiJ* avec Le Ditecteut Gin al de Z'entLe-
ptize et ne %ept56entetaient pas une bonne utiti.ation des talits
de gestionnai,%e eitn

rN. n ri , i l jsi ZoUhaitabl:e d 'ln-Clu,,e ies expert s
indpedatsdas e Conse.,U -''AdminiztatatIcyn avec te's tept 6entant4

de Z'Etat.

Le Dixecte,,L ringtat evtait -tze ,,ezpcr.scb-Oe devant Ze
Ccrn4ei-P d'Admrinicst,ation qui azsumevit les onctions cxetcle6 prt

Le Minist-ac de Tutette. Avant de dicidet des rit6omes ncezaite.,
te gouvenement pourai-t utitemrent examinetZ' explzience des entte-
piries pubique autkichiennez oui sont in71!ifs dan4 une .coqomie de
mapchl ainzi que V'exp iience de ia 'i4onme concmique hcniooize qui
a t4bti Le poincipe du 'ro<it rout e6 ent epiue5 vubtiquzes. A

V'inzta de 'Auttiche et de ea Hon' oie, ie6 nt rubLtiue.u
.cunlizienne~s devtaient 6ubit Ea 2oncurrterce irtirtieuxe et e xtf)i ? Ue.

En~in -Ee, petite,6 vLJnAtrpises pubtique6 e-- Ze.6 e n t e ties
pubiique. dc-nz ze. industAies taditionnetZes ooutaant ite otiva-

tLiCe.s. On dzv'r.ait au.i r.evoi.L e -,6ZCe et Z26 Sonctions des entepi-
4e6 pubtique6 d.an4 Z'agticuL'tute dont ea Ptoductivizt est rest'e 1 un

, aible Iniveau.

LES MARCHES FINAaCIERS:

Deuui4 La pAIEatation d'une tude pat La anque Centttqe
en 1971, Z taux d'inn'i*t oPtC it eLEzv 6 at une nouve2Je aqgan-
aation a te cicda 'our Le let Avpt.. NjIannoZit, ce ai -nentationz

on. jt6 inj 'ieute4l V'acvioissement l taux d'iniation, et -es
taux d'intjtyt tLe-s ont d2C1JZ.

Qucique tss taux d'int6VRi %5-e 6 ont tl )costi4,s au dbut
de6 annfet 4oixnte.-d'x, ?a com-ensation invt' iiante ds l'acc ut-
tion de V'inseation pat Ze tetvement des taux d'lintllrtt nominaux tes
a te-ndu4 ngatijs. Cet Itat ci chosAe davtt ite mod.ZiL' J
coutaget t' pr.>tgne au di 7en4 ri 'azlulmentation aapie e la Zs
mation, les ach.tz imrobiLiets, et de 'a.to-4nvstZ44zmint .'Aans tes
enttepriae4 a jaibe Aentabitit et pou,> dtcoutage% Les invstlisse-
ments capitaliztique.

I. . .
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Son r e xcgrt tout it,! t car I our a's bcan I uets ft

Z'Lnm,3 w tuVLe eve;&u.

L'augmentatiot ule6 6a-ux d'n z evvaiz Ltse eaompa-
gneze pat une rgm des mratchis 'inancietas. Cet .6eti e.%ait

plus 6aeZlement rit,5als p)at 'augmentation des -taux 'itr sut
te4 obtiqation4 d'Etat ainb7i qu~e ,-at 'exongkaZ'ion des tevenu~s de

cei obtZbatio,6 e t de6 divider.des de V'wrr3t 4u. Pe Ptevenu. En
t.e, dez, cha mcvrem s in ru e vient nceszaiee r&e a ut d -

vtLcppr *.c. mrc! den acton et des nhligntiors.

La jo'e des ma.ch&. A.inancier6 svait ccomp PL~imrentai Pe de
ia f b &tiza-t-ioi dez chances et de La 'Libhai-&Lon de. p&ix, et
petrettrait uvt Lux de capitaux veu ZCe. 6ec te,-.rL-6 ouL LA ttux e ten-

6'ement et Ze tei.zEeuL. Nganmnoikn, Ze champ d'ac~ton de6 c!dit.
pt /, ,,enA-ietz devtait i/-,'e mtaintenu et rIme Rigg, otamment voux
Z'expoxtatient ain4 cue pou V' -ricultute et rcu't 'industtie m-
ccni ,ue et Pactiqe .zn c Pzs sec tcut-. C'trabU,66e-.ent de on

Cru 4 ' 5 ce pou. cZ ugr:c ntet !J dipcn b ,Ut e cds dit5

CONCLUSION

L'cbjec.ti d' ce-'e. nc r ctt dv ccyhe. unt c~'tnce de4
nCd tacu 2conomiques pouk -. es t.--ndte co-Watit2-bes av?.c Pe xA-j -

g~entces d'ute Eccnomie qui devint puz comrirexe et pL.s ZophiZstique.
CeLa n("cezite P'-axgissenent du chamrp d'action- de6 4'ace4 cu mat-
c;,V-- et une Licc e 't a nde,6 contAR-e..6 6s cni'Ze. a n.
Le4 MesUre4 ptopo5es se -enlocent rmutueLZLement -- ,ant donytne 'inte-
dipendance Lie Aa '-maio Ue -ax 1- pcction nutii,
et dez dizpooz-ticons 6,sca-Oz, d nc~xs

Ce.s -iC.Commankdct-n --nent comft' tu gZich$emer- duq
Lux de ct.oisance deu tevekluz p tc;xiet, ce qui nrcmsiteta un

e.6 0ot acctu pou- p expor.,tationz, "ugent-r 4'
et C-u--uire Zzu dipenszz p.bLiqueA. EAZ-cs vi set -P.. oC c--,ion de
bxanichs ndust-,c nouvcZ-ez, te dveLopement aqgcc!e, Pa -

gnalIzat'oa, e~t . 'aujynentatindelemli
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W D BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA '

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO Mr. S. Shahid Husain, AENVP DATE: April 3, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT. CHINA: Socialist Economic Developments. Main Report

Overall Evaluation

1. This report is very much superior to the earlier report on another

socialist country, Romania. It critically evaluates official data on economic

performance, submits the methods of central planning applied to a searching

review, and makes recommendations for future policy changes. The report's

shortcomings may be largely traced to haste in aiming at early completion; the

interests of China and of the Bank would be served if sufficient time were

allotted for revisions.

2. China has obviously made great strides in assuring the basic needs of

its population. However, the official data overstates China's growth

performance, and the adjustments made in the report are not sufficient to

redress the balance. This is in part because in making adjustments use has

been made of the highly distorted price structure of India and in part because

the adjustments do not concern non-price forms of overstatement.

3. The report does not give sufficient attention to the twists and turns

of Chinese policy making, which have affected economic performance to a

considerable extent. Apart from the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural

Revolution, attention would need to be given to changes in recent years,

including the 1978 investment spree, the 1979 retrenchment, the increased

equipment orders of 1980, and an even more far-reaching retrenchment in

1981. According to press reports, the contractionary measures applied will

now extend to public current expenditures, with adverse effects on

employment. Also, the re-centralization that has followed may conceivably

jeopardize the prospects for meaningful reform for some time to come.

4. The statement in the report, according to which "the reform measures of

the past two years have indeed made macroeconomic adjustment more difficult"

(Para. 5.82), tends to disguise the fact that the crisis has been due to

macroeconomic imbalances generated by excessive investment and wage increases,

neither of which is a necessary concomitant of the reform. The

recommendations, too, should concern themselves both with re-establishing

macroeconomic equilibrium and pursuing reform efforts. As to the latter, the

interdependence of prices, incentives and the decentralization of decision-

making would need to receive greater emphasis. Not only are appropriate

prices and incentives indispensable for successful decentralization, but

decentralization is a pre-condition for the establishment of rational prices.

5. Shadow prices offer only a partial and imperfect substitute for actual

transaction prices in their effects on resources allocation. Also, the

"extension of planning, both aggregate and sectoral" (Para. 5.88) may conflict

with the need for decentralization, when the distinction made between central

planning and administrative control fails to consider that the former

necessarily leads to the latter. One should further recognize the danger in

half-way houses between planning and decentralization, and note that the

pricing, incentives, decentralization "trilogy" may make an important
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contribution towards increased efficiency in investment and in energy use, a

better balance between supply and demand, and the expansion of exports.

Finally, consideration should be given to the potential contribution of joint

ventures with foreign firms to these objectives.

6. Several of these points have been made at various places in the

report. But the report remains somewhat of a jigsaw puzzle, elements of which

can be found in different chapters that also often overlap. An effort at

revising and pruning the report would bring considerable dividends. Comments

on the individual chapters follow.

1. The Chinese Inheritance

7. In providing the historical background, this chapter provides a useful

introduction to the report. Some of the statements, however, require

reconsideration. To begin with, the claim made as regards "the existence in

late Sung China (i.e. between 1000 and 1300) of the essential concept of the

industrial revolution" (Para. 1.16) is rather exaggerated. Also, it is

difficult to accept the view that homogeneity and centralization stood in the

way of industrial development in China (Para. 1.27). Thus, references to its

"tradition of unity and cohension" (Para 1.26) neglects the historical

importance of regional power centers in China. This neglect is apparent, in

particular, in comparisons with Japan, and the statement that "even the

centralized feudalism of Tokugawa Japan permitted a considerable degree of

local autonomy" (Para. 1.27) creates an erroneous impression. At the same

time, references to Japan's "historical practice of borrowing technology from
abroad" (Para 1.29) disregards the long period of Japanese isolation. Nor can

rapid progress in Japan be explained by the role of the state in economic

development alone.

8. There are some further ambiguities in the chapter as regards

agricultural development. If indeed "by the nineteenth century at the latest,
virtually all arable areas in China proper were being farmed" (Para. 1.22),
the area under cultivation could not have been increasing during the twentieth

century. It is also doubtful that "one can speak of advanced and

sophisticated farm practices" (Ibid.), when "traditional agriculture in China

had reached equilibrium at a very low level of output" (Ibid.).

2. The Economic System

9. While practically the entire first chapter is devoted to developments

until 1949, little space is given to policy changes between 1949 and the mid-

1950s (Paras. 1.30-1.31) or between the mid-1950s and the the late 1970s

(Paras. 2.01-2.04). Yet, the present economic situation in China can only be

imperfectly understood without a knowledge of the quite radical policy turns

during the preceding two decades.

10. In particular, the claim that "China's economic management is, by

international standards, extraordinarly centralized and characterized by

strict vertical control" (p.30 ) appears to conflict with references to "a

complete breakdown of the central planning system (Para. 2.02) during the

period of the Great Leap Forward and "the breakdown of central management"

(Para. 2.03) during the Cultural Revolution, and with the statement that

"central planning has clearly been practiced only infrequently in China"
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(Para. 2.05). One may also query the statement that "the response of units at

the bottom to change in policy at the top is remarkably quick and uniform"

(Para. 2.07).

11. The report tends to understate the importance of the provincial and

country authorities in the process of decision-making in China. For one

thing, there have been repeated efforts at regionalization since 1949. For

another thing, notwithstanding budgetary control at the center, the provinces

have found ways to assert their autonomy. Most recently, this was the case as

provinces and cities disregarded instructions from the top to limit new

investment.

12. The section on price determination needs improvement. In discussing
the cost-plus character of prices (Para. 2.30), the lack of an allowance for

the cost of capital should be emphasized. In turn, references to "theoretical

concern about 'equal value exchange' and practical concern about rural living

standards" (Para. 2.31) disguise the fact that the internal terms of trade has

strongly disfavored agriculture. Thus, in comparison with India and other

developing countries, "industrial relative prices are unusually high in China"

(Para. A.17). The distortions are even greater if comparisons are made with
world market prices, since industrial protection has raised relative
industrial prices in India and in other developing countries to a considerable

extent. This explains the profits made in exporting agricultural goods and

the substantial losses suffered in exporting manufactured products (Para.
2.33).

13. In the discussion of the agricultural sector, more attention should be

given to farming on private plots that represents 30 percent of total

agricultural output produced on 5-7 percent of the land. The high
productivity of private plots reflects the responsiveness of farmers to price
incentives and has obvious implications for the system of decision-making in
agriculture. In particular, questions arise about the validity of the

statement according to which "the state-managed marketing and supply system,
the control of prices and the tight-knit organizational structure of the
commune together constitute an almost uniquely powerful apparatus for
agricultural planning" (Para. 2.50) in China.

14. As regards industry, doubts arise about the claim according to which
"what distinguishes these enterprise plans and targets from those common in

businesses in other countries is the degree of external 5.e. centraV7
influences and the amount of detail involved" (Para. 2.54). One may also
wonder if "the enterprise's management has a hand in the formulation of its
plan" (Para. 2.55). At any rate, the discussion of the planning system could
be usefully expanded.

3. Growth and Poverty Reduction

15. The discussion of development strategy is rather cursory and tends
towards overstatements. To begin with, it cannot be said that "China has been

denied access to most Western markets, capital and technology" (Para. 3.03);
apart from the U.S. embargo, its comparative isolation was the result of
government policy. Also, references to "land scarcity" and the attaimnent of
"the easiest advances in intensive cultivation" appear to conflict with the
statement on the use of "out-of-date technology" (Para. 3.04). Finally, the
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claim that "local resources and technology have contributed to

industrialization through the establishment of commune enterprises" (Para.
3.06) disregards the waste involved in e.g. the establishment of backyard
steel furnaces.

16. Further doubts arise about the reliability of data on growth rates, the
sectoral composition of output, and the level of per capita incomes in

China. As it is well-known, the valuation procedures applied and the
production of unsaleable commodities exaggerate the rate of growth of output
in centrally planned economies. The 28 percent adjustment in the relative
prices of industry as compared to agriculture (Para. A.32) represents only a
partial remedy as price distortions may exceed this figure several times.
Finally, China-India comparisons of per capita incomes are of doubtful
validity.

17. In evaluating the performance of the Chinese economy, the high
incremental capital output ratio, and increases in this ratio over time,
deserve particular attention. Successful developing countries operated with
ICORs about one-half of that of China. And, references to "the fact that
aggregate ICORs have tended to rise in most other developing countries
suggests that increased inefficiency is unlikely to be the whole explanation"
(Para. 3.40) tend to understate the importance of this problem in China.

18. Returns to factors in industry will appear even lower if world market
prices rather than the highly distorted prices of India are used in adjusting
the official figures. At the same time, making adjustment for the existence
of large distortions in price relationships as between industrial and
agricultural products would lead to the conclusion that urban-rural income
inequalities are considerably greater in China than in low-income or middle-
income developing countries.

19. Comparisons of rural and overall income inequalities with middle-income
countries are limited to Thailand, Philippines, and Colombia in the report.
China would appear in a less favorable light if Korea or Taiwan were chosen as
standards of comparison. And, overall income inequalities would appear
considerably greater if adjustment were made for distortions in relative
prices.

4. Sectoral Development and Problems

20. Increases in per capita agricultural output of 1.0 percent a year
between 1952 and 1979 exceed the performance of low-income developing
countries. Questions have recently been raised, however, about the validity
of the data, and statements by Chinese officials have been cited to the effect
that output figures have been overstated. Net output per worker may then have
changed little in China as compared to average increases of 1 percent a year
in low-income developing countries. Such a conclusion should temper
statements made about "substantial progress in agricultural development"
(Para. 4.20) and "impressive technical progress and substantial degree of
modernization in agriculture" (Para. 4.21).

21. Reported industrial output levels are exaggerated by reason of price
distortions existing in China. For reasons mentioned earlier, growth rates of
industrial output are also overstated, so that total factor productivity may
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have declined rather than stagnating since 1957 as the report suggests. At

the same time, the claim that "almost the entire range of modern industries

has been set up" (Para. 4.32) neglects considerations of quality and levels of

technology, which have contributed to low efficiency.

22. The findings of low efficiency as well as information made available

recently appear to conflict with statements such as "Chinese enterprises show

admirable attention to quality and great skill in workmanship" (Para 4.48),
"management appears to maintain close touch with workers' concerns and keeps
them well apprised of enterprise objectives and production methods" (Para.

4.48); and "managers in industry at all levels appear dedicated, energetic and

remarkably able" (Para. 4.51). At the same time, the statement that
"unsatisfactory results can be commonly traced to a dependence on supplies
from a different ministry or organizational unit that places its own

objectives ahead of those of its outside customers, or to some other failure

in coordination, or conflict in objectives, among separate units" (Para. 4.50)

tends to minimize the firm's own responsibility for its shortcomings.

5. Adjustment and Reform

23. The report correctly notes some of the deficiencies of the system of

central planning as practiced in China and elsewhere. It may be added that

"poor product quality, shortages of many items and excess supply of others"

(Para. 5.9) apply not only to consumer goods sectors but also to sectors

producing capital goods and intermediate products. This has to do with the
lack of interest on the part of enterprises to cater to the users' needs,
referred to earlier in the report.

24. While the report notes that "the state economy is in effect a giant
bureaucracy Eand7 it suffers from many of the problems of bureaucractic
behavior" (Para. 5.10), it suggests that "control is not tight enough to
prevent enterprises from maximizing their demand on planners and supply

agencies for material inputs and equipment without adequate consideration of
cost" (Para. 5.10). The latter statement, and some other statements in the
report, imply that greater centralization would remedy some of the defects of
the Chinese economic system. Yet, in the absence of instant information and a
giant computer operated by Superman, greater centralization is bound to lead
to contradictory plan orders, with the enterprise expending its energies on
fulfilling some and dodging others.

25. As in the case of the Soviet Union, attempts made "at devolution of
administrative control to lodal government have ... accentuated an already
strong regional tendency toward autarchy" (Para. 5.11) At the same time,
regionalization is bound to lead to inefficiencies as long as prices do not

reflect resource scarcities. Nevertheless, proposals for the regional
decentralization of decision-making continue to be made in China and they
would need to be dealt with in more detail in the report.

26. The description of the reforms is generally correct but the demand that
"together they constitute the biggest innovation since completion of socialist
transformation in the 1950s" (Para. 5.21) is much exaggerated. The retention
of 10 percent of profits on the average (Para. 5.25) will not make much of a
difference; freedom of purchase from other sources (Para. 5.31) will matter
little as long as supply shortages predominate; the establishment of bilateral
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relationships (Para. 5.32) tends to reinforce local autarchy; the retaining of

foreign exchange may not provide much of an inducement to the firm as long as
it "remains subject to local or central government approval" (Para. 5.34); the

extent of freeing the prices of manufactured goods is more limited than the

report seems to indicate (Para. 5.36); the imposition of interest rates of 1

to 3 percent (Para. 5.37) has been offset several times by the acceleration of

inflation, leading to substantially negative real interest rates; and even if

"the relative profitability of the various crops, markets and investment

opportunities become the most important factors in decision making" (Para.

5.43), efficiency will be assured only if prices express resource scarcities.

27. At the same time, recent reports point to a tendency towards

recentralization through a tightening of central planning, rigid price and

wage setting, and the lack of extension of profit retention schemes to

additional enterprises. Some of the recommendations of the report also call

for greater centralization. The increased use of material balances (Para.

5.92), for example, would reduce the flexibility of the economic system.

Also, one may query the distinction made between central planning and

administrative control (Para. 5.89), since the former necessarily leads to the

latter. Finally, the "extension of planning, both aggregate and sectoral"

(Para. 5.88) is bound to conflict with the objectives of decentralization.

28. The recommendations made in the report reflect a touching faith in

shadow prices (Para. 5.48, 5.55, and 5.62) without providing any indication of

how shadow prices could be derived, given the existing price distortions in

China. In turn, apart from its other defects, the use of average cost pricing
will not give appropriate results as long as the relative prices of capital

and labor are greatly out of line. In particular, interest rates should be
considered not only in choosing among investment alternatives but also as a

costing device.

29. The statement that "widespread decontrol of prices is probably ruled

out by a strong political aversion to consumer price rises" (Para. 5.49)

neglects the separation of producer and consumer prices in socialist countries

in general and in China in particular. (This is, however, noted in Para.

5.55). Also, the warning that "price changes aimed at improving efficiency
should not be made at the cost of adverse changes in the income distribution"

(Para. 5.54) does not consider the fact that the existing systen of price
strongly discriminates against the poor in rural areas. At the same time, the

differential treatment of areas of different land quality may be achieved
through the traditional procedure of land rents.

30. While it is true that, in the event of the immediate decontrol of

prices, "the resulting pattern of windfall gains and losses would partly
reflect the many other rigidities in the systen" (Para. 5.49), one should
emphasize the benefits of the use of rational prices in ensuring the

responsiveness of supply to demand, avoiding inventory accumulation, providing
for the better use of inputs, including capital and energy, and contributing

to the efficient allocation of investment funds. More generally, the
interdependence of pricing, incentives, and the decentralization of decision-

making needs greater emphasis.

31. The report makes reference to the need "for carefully planned and

gradual changes in the price system" (Para. 5.54) and suggests that "a trial
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and error approach that combines continuing elements of direct planning with

gradually increased use of price adjustments seems necessary" (Para. 5.53).
Piecemeal reform, however, has been shown to be ineffective in other socialist

countries. At the same time, one may doubt the validity of the statement that

"the collective system and the well-established hierarchy of planning controls

facilitates such a mixed approach and indeed, in certain respects, confers

some advantages that few other countries enjoy" (Para. 5.53)

32. A crucial issue neglected in the report is the choice between the use

of world market prices and of market-clearing prices under autarchy. Some

suggestions on the former are made in my back-to-office memo of November 24,

1980, on the U.S.-China Conference on Alternative Strategies for Economic

Development, that is enclosed. Any further recommendations would require a

better knowledge of the situation existing in China.

33. One may wonder if "the reform measures of the past two years have

indeed made macro-economic adjustment more difficult" (Para. 5.82). It would

rather seem that the macro-economic imbalances have been generated by

excessive investments and wage increases, neither of which is a necessary

ingredient of the reform. At the same time, the incorrect decisions made by

the government have made reforms more difficult to carry out and the recent

measures of re-centralization will strengthen the hand of the opponents of the

reform.

34. The report could serve the interests of the reform by pointing to the

adverse effects of policy errors in recent years. The report is surprisingly

mild at this point, although the errors made are well-known from numerous

press accounts. It should also be noted that excessive investments have

contributed to wage and price increases by disturbing macro-economic

balances. At the same time, the cited 7 percent increase in the urban cost of

living between 1978 and 1980 much underestimates the extent of actual price

increases; the reported increase was 6 percent for 1980 alone and Hong-Kong

observers estimate the true increase at 10-15 percent. Finally, the re-

establishment of price control only treats the surface of the problem and may

exacerbate China's present economic difficulties.

6. Prospects and Options in the 1980s

35. As regards agriculture, excessive emphasis is given in the report to

the need for expanding the production of staple foods. If the example of

other countries can serve as a guide, a 3.5-4.0 percent growth of per capita

consumption would entail not only a less than proportional increase in demand

for agricultural products but a shift towards higher-value products within

agriculture. For production to respond to the changing structure of demand,
there is need for price incentives since compulsion is a notoriously
inadequate means for this purpose. Also, on the example of other socialist
countries, greater emphasis would need to be placed on household plots, which

are not referred to in the recommendations of the report.

36.. The report correctly notes that the most serious new constraint for
economic growth is domestic energy production (Para. 6.02). Indeed, the
production of crude oil may decline below the 90 million ton level projected
for 1985 (Para. 6.51). Also, notwithstanding the successes of the last year,
conservation efforts may fall short of the projections. At the same time,
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conservation would require the appropriate pricing of energy that is not the

case today. But, it is not sufficient to raise prices, if the incentive
structure is not modified and decision-making is not decentralized.

7. Prospects for Foreign Trade and Capital

37. The trilogy of pricing, incentives, and decentralization is of
considerable relevance to foreign trade as well. Thus, China cannot hope to

approach the high projection for the exports of manufactured goods without a
change in the incentive system. In fact, information available on the
experience of Hong Kong firms in Southern China indicates that it may even be
difficult to reach the moderate projection of 10 percent under the present
system of decision-making.

38. Finally, in concentrating on foreign borrowing, the report neglects the
issue of direct foreign investment in the form of joint ventures that has
received considerable attention in recent years. While one needs to avoid the
excesses of recent years, foreign direct investment may make an important
contribution to technological progress, increased energy production, and
manufactured exports.

cc: Recipients of Mr. S. Shahid Husain's memo of March 17, 1981.

BBalassa:nc
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
T0: Those listed DATE: November 24, 1980.

FCM: Bela Balassa

SUBJECT: U.S.-China Conference on Alternative Strategies for Economic

Development, November 21-24 (Racine, Wisconsin)

The Conference Program

1. Due to conflicting obligations, my participation at the Conference

was limited to five of the eight sessions. Nevertheless, the nearly

three days I spent in Racine permitted me to have detailed discussions

with several of the Chinese participants. Some reflections on these

discussions, and on the Conference itself, follow.

2. Altogether twenty-five papers were presented at the Conference,

eighteen by American and British economists and seven by Chinese econom-

ists. The only change in the enclosed program was that I was asked to

make a second presentation, in addition to the one included in the

program, on the economic reform in Hungary. This topic proved to be of

considerable interest to the Chinese participants who raised questions

about the possible relevance of the Hungarian reform to China.

3. There were far too many papers for a four day Conference. The

Chinese participants, most of whom had little familiarity with Western

economic thought and analysis, faced particular difficulties; several of

them complained to me that they were unable to read a number of papers

and could not always follow the short (20 minute) presentations. These

difficulties were aggravated by the fact that there were some highly

abstract, methodological papers, the authors of which addressed

themselves to their Western fellow economists and did not attempt to

communicate to the Chinese participants, for whom the concepts used and

the methods applied were unfamiliar. The discussion of these papers was

also largely an "in-group" affair. The Chinese economists, however,
vigorously participated in the discussions of the papers on issues, such

as rural development and trade policy, which were of interest to them.

Contributions by Chinese Participants

4. The Chinese papers were largely historical and descriptive in

character. They were written for a Western audience and sidestepped
some of the controversial issues. With a few exceptions, the papers

also showed a limited understanding of the actual practice of planning
and the implications of the modifications under discussion. This fact

reflects the comparative isolation of academic economists in China from

government decision-making.

5. I learned more from private conversations with Chinese participants

than from the papers and the formal discussions at the Conference.

Conversations with Dr. Liu Suinian, the Deputy Director of the Institute

of Economics of the State Planning Commission, the only nonacademic

participant at the Conference, were especially useful. I further

benefited from discussions with Dong Fureng, Deputy Director of the
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Institute of Economics and of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Teng Weizao,
Vice President of Nankai University, who appeared to be the most knowledgeable

about the practice of planning in China among the academic participants. Dong

showed considerable comprehension of the experience and the practical problems

with decentralization in Hungary and Yugoslavia; Teng displayed a good

understanding of the import substitution-export promotion controversy and its

implications for China.

6. Also, of greater interest than the papers presented at the Conference were

the translations of articles written for Chinese consumption. These articles

give an indication of the ongoing controversy that was also referred to in

private discussions. The article by Liang Wensen and Tien Jianghai,
"Relations between Readjusting, Restructuring Discussed," gives priority to

the former, involving centralized decision-making, over the latter, entailing

the decentralization of decision making. In turn, the enclosed article by Liu

Suinian, "Tentative Schemes for Economic Restructuring Evaluated," takes a

position in favor of the restructuring of the system of economic management.

7. After describing the principal problems of the existing economic

management system, Liu describes three tentative schemes for restructuring

this system. The first reaffirms the central role of planning and would

involve only a limited degree of decentralization of decision-making; the
second would entail decentralizing the management of the economy to

provincial, municipal, and regional authorities; and the third would rely to a

considerable extent on self-management of the enterprise. After a discussion

of the relative merits of these schemes, Liu comes out strongly in favor of

the third one. At the same time, in private conversation, he indicated to me

that there is considerable opposition to this alternative on the part of

unnamed "higher-ups."

8. The discussion of the relationship between planned regulations and market

regulation in Liu's paper is of particular interest. The article emphasizes

the need for the use of indirect methods, such as taxation and the financial

system, in the place of the direct methods of command planning. It does not

consider, however, the requirements of decentralized decision-making and, in

particular, the establishment of a rational system of prices.

9. This comment also applies to Chinese literature I am familiar with. While

attention has been given to the need for profit incentives, such incentives

will not appropriately serve the interests of the national economy in the

absence of rational pricing. In private conversations, however, Liu and

others I spoke with readily admitted that pricing is the crucial issue in the

decentralization of economic management. The following discussion draws on

the discussions I had with them on the issue of priaing.

Establishing a Rational Price System

11. Some steps toward a more rational system of prices are being

contemplated, including the imposition of interest charges on working capital

and of amortization and interest payments on fixed capital. A further issue

is the relevance for China of world market prices, which increasingly provide

the basis for the system of producer prices in Hungary.
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12. In view of the differences between the two countries as regards size and

the extent of separation from world markets, one cannot recommend that China

follow Hungary in adopting world market price relationships. However, the

current separation of producer prices received by exporters from the f.o.b.

price actually paid for exports does not provide an inducement to the firm to

obtain high prices abroad, and the introduction of profit incentives would

promote specialization according to domestic rather than international prices.

13. This problem may be dealt with by equating producer prices to export

prices. At the same time, imported inputs used in export production should be

valued at the price actually paid, lest unrealistically low import prices

induce firms to export overly import-intensive commodities The described

procedure may also be applied to the domestic suppliers of exporting firms

whose cost is affected by the pricing of imported inputs. Finally, efficiency

would be served if the imports of machinery and intermediate products were

sold at world market prices.

14. The implementation of the described scheme would necessitate adopting a

realistic exchange rate in the place of the present rate that is apparently to

a considerable extent overvalued. Should a devaluation encounter political

difficulties, an export subsidy-import tariff scheme could be applied. Apart

from providing appropriate incentives to exporters, one would end thereby the

present underpricing of imported machinery and intermediate products, which

may have contributed to excess demand for imports on the part of Chinese

firms.

15. The described scheme could be implemented over time, with additional

subsidies granted to high-cost exports during a transitional period. In

emphasizing the transitional nature of these measures, the scheme would make

exporters sensitive to foreign prices and thereby contribute to the objective

of minimizing the domestic cost of earning foreign exchange. (Calculations of

the domestic cost of foreign exchange could be usefully made even prior to the

introduction of the use of world market prices as it had been done in Hungary

prior to the 1978 reform.)

15. World market prices may not be used in the case of commodities produced

for domestic markets, however. Apart from the difficulties involved in

ascertaining the relevant world market prices in the presence of differences

in quality, specifications and other product characteristics, it could not be

assured that domestic demand and supply be equated at these prices. Under the

conditions existing in China, a more appropriate solution would be to

establish prices that equate demand and supply domestically, so as to avoid

shortages and surpluses in individual commodities. With the establishment of

market relationships among firms, these prices would tend to reflect scarcity

relationships in the Chinese economy.

16. At the same time, as Helen Hughes suggestedin evaluating new investments

undertaken centrally it would be desirable also to make calculations at world

market prices, so as to provide an indication of the efficiency of exporting

and of import substituting activities. This procedure may be extended to

investment firms that obtain funds from the government or from banks for new

investment.
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17. In the further development of the described scheme, one would need to

examine issues relating to the role of central decision-making and of market

relations in setting producer prices; the relationship between producer and

consumer prices; as well as the modalities of the practical application of the

scheme. This would, however, require more detailed knowledge of the economic

situation in China and of the constraints under which decisions are made.

cc: Messrs. Husain, AENVP; Kirmani, AEP; Jaycox, AEA; Koch-Weser, AEP;

Hasan, AENVP; Hawkins, AEA; Bussink, AEA; Lim, AEA; Keesing, DED; Wood,

DPS Directors, DRC Senior Staff, Westphal, DED; Robinson DED

Enclosures
BBalassa:nc
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Ur. Albert Wobletatter
2905 Woodstock Road
Ims Angeles, California 90046

Dear Dr. Wohletetter:

Thank you for your letter of March Ilth. I saw Professor Calasun
in January and he gave me a copy of his Vapor. I aelose, on a personal
basis, a back-to-office report I wrote folloving my return from Turkey. I
will be leading a large World Bonk mission there in May.

With beat regards,

ginearely yours ,

Enclosure Bela salassa



Recent Economic Developments in Turkey

Bela Balassa
The 1980 Policy Reforms

1. The policy reforms instituted in the course of 1980 aimed at increasing
the role of prices and markets, and the extent of outward orientation in the
Turkish economy. The principal measures introduced in January 1980 to pursue
these objectives were the relaxation of controls on the prices of most commod-
ities produced by the state economic enterprises (SEEs), a large devaluation,
accompanied by increased export incentives and simplification in import regul-
ations, and the liberalization of foreign investments. In June 1980, the
Central Bank rediscount rate was substantially raised and limitations on
interest rates removed.

2. The relaxation of controls on SEE prices extended to most products, with
the resulting price increases ranging from 45 percent for gasoline to 300
percent for paper and 400 percent for fertilizer. Apart from reducing price
distortions among goods sold domestically, increases in these prices sharply
reduced the deficit of the SEEs which, being financed from the government
budget, had importantly contributed to monetary expansion.

3. On January 25th, the exchange rate was devalued from TL47 to TL70 to the
U.S. dollar, thereby increasing the profitability of exports and import
substitution. On the export side, the devaluation was complemented by credit
perferences, customs duty exemptions on imported inputs, and the automatic
provision of licenses for the importation of inputs used directly or indirect-
ly in export production. On the import side, the principal change was the
streamlining of the operation of the import regime that involved greatly
reducing the waiting time for licenses, and for foreign exchange allocations
once the licenses had been granted.

4. The simplification of the administration of export and import regimes has -
brought benefits by lowering the cost of doing business with the government,
and that of doing business in general, and by reinforcing the operation of the
market mechanism. The simplification of procedures has been particularly
important in the case of foreign investment, where all relevant measures have
been consolidated in one department and the time needed for decisions has been
reduced from several years to one month. Furthermore, some previously off-
limit sectors, such as agriculture, mining, and banking, have been opened to
foreign investment.

5. In June 1980, the rediscount rates of the Central Bank on short-term
credits were raised from 14 percent to 26 percent and interest rates paid to
savers, and charged to borrowers, were freed. While interest rates on two-
year savings deposits increased from 20 percent to 33 percent and on short
term credits from 21 percent to 32 percent, real interest rates continued to
be negative as a result of a "gentlemen's agreement" among banks; it is only
recently that there has been some competition among banks through added
"sweeterfers" to savers. Competition will increase further as a result of the
establishment of three foreign banks in Turkey.
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The Effects of the 1970 Reforms

6. For a variety of reasons, the effects of the reforms were slow in
coming. To begin with, increases in prices were not accompanied by changes in
the modus operandi of the state economic enterprises. Furthermore, the priv-
ate sector had long been used to producing for domestic markets behind high
protection and while the profitability of domestic sales declined with the
recession, vigorous export expansion has required a change in attitude. Last
but not least, until September 12 when the military assumed power, production
was disrupted as a result of intensifying violence, declining labor discipl-
ine, and increases in strikes, with 7.7 million work-days lost in the first
eight months of 1980 as compared to 1.1 million work-days in 1979.

7. These considerations largely explain that the dollar value of exports in
the first eight months of 1980 was only 6 percent above that for the corres-
ponding 1979 period. The situation changed in the following months, with 1980
exports exceeding the 1979 level by 21 percent in September, 33 percent in
October, 53 percent in November, and 141 percent in December when exports
surpassed $0.5 billion, with the annual total approaching $2.9 billion. The
improvements have been even larger in manufactured exports that exceeded the
corresponding 1979 figures by 54 percent in the September-November period as
compared to 4 percent in January-August. While commodity details are not yet
available for December, available information indicates that much of the
expansion occurred in manufactured goods. Product groups with the largest
increases include textiles, processed food, and chemicals, with the Middle
East being an increasingly important market as Turkey has benefited from the
Iran-Iraq war.

8. Foreign direct investment also picked up in the second half of 1980. For
the year as a whole, the net inflow amounted to $97 million, raising the
cumulative total from $228 million at the end of 1979 to $325 million at the
end of 1980. This result contrasts with yearly net inflows of -10 to +15
million dollars in the 1974-1979 period.

9. In response to the rise in interest rates, time deposits increased by 36
percent between July and November 1980, after rising by 7 percent between
January and June. While some of this increase may be attributed to shifts
among financial assets, the bulk is likely to represent genuine savings as
strongly negative real interest rates had induced people to invest in consumer
durables. The higher interest rates, then, have contributed to reductions in
inflationary pressures.

10. Preliminary data show December to December increases of 80-90 percent in
wholesale prices and 60-70 percent in the Istanbul cost-of-living, depending
on whether use is made of the indices of the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce or
the Ministry of Commerce. These results were much affected, however, by the
rise in prices in February 1980, following the January devaluation and in-
creases in SEE prices, that exceeded 20 percent on the wholesale, and 10
percent on the retail, level. Notwithstanding a temporary acceleration in
October 1980 after the military announced a 70 percent wage increase in cases
when agreements in collective contracts had not been reached, price increases
in the February-December 1980 period were little more than one-half of that in
the corresponding period in 1979. And, if recent trends continued, February
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to February increases in wholesale as well as in consumer prices would be in
the 45-50 percent range.

11. Furthermore, according to some sources, wage increases will be limited to
50 percent for the year 1981. This figure would be rationalized on the basis
of an officially postulated 40 percent price increase in 1981 and of reduc-
tions in the tax burden of employees under the new tax legislation. General
Evren is reported to have said that the tax burden on employees would decline
from 60-65 percent to 40 percent, with further decreases to 30-35 percent
planned. While these figures do not allow for increases in indirect taxes,
according to newspaper reports "referring to amendment on income tax, General
Evren said that a great difference will appear between the collective bargain-
ing agreement of last year and of this year, due to advantage brought in favor
of employees" (speech of January 15, 1981). At the same time, one may assume
that the Supreme Arbitration Council, which has the final say in wage bargain-
ing, will carry out the government's wishes.

12. There are several disquieting signs, however. Some price increases have
apparently been postponed from last year; restaurant prices, for example, were
raised by 25-30 percent in January 1981 after a freeze lasting for several
months. Increases in some SEE prices have been postponed, too. This, in
turn, has contributed to the rise in the budget deficit, leading to the accel-
eration of the growth of the money supply that was held back in the first half
of 1980, when SEE prices were fully adjusted. Thus, after increases of 21
percent in the first, and 24 percent in the second, half of 1979, increases
were 15 percent and, according to preliminary figures, 30 percent in the
corresponding periods of 1980.

The January 1981 Reforms

13. The January 1981 reforms carry further the liberalization process begun a
year earlier. The principal measures include the liberalization of the import
regime, export incentives, the reform of the tax system, and SEE reform.
These will be taken up in the followingwith consideration given to possible
future changes.

14. The liberalization of the import regime described in the memorandum on
"Study on Restructuring the Existing Protection and Incentive System in
Turkey," represents a first step towards the reform of the system of protec-
tion and incentives in Turkey. Such a reform should concentrate on reducing
import protection, lest exports be again neglected as improvements in business
conditions lead to higher profitability of domestic sales that continue to be
highly protected. One may envisage the elimination of import licensing and
reductions in tariffs, to be carried out over a period of several years, that
may be made a condition of a SAL III.

15. Incentives to exports have been increased by raising the share of export
loans in lending by commercial banks, reducing interest rates on export-
oriented investments, and granting tax benefits to exporters. It would fur-
ther be desirable to provide pre-export credits in full rather than in instal-
ments, irrespective of the amount involved) to complement export credits by an
export guarantee scheme, to provide letters of guarantee for Turkish construc-
tion firms abroad, and to establish an export development bank.



16. The reform of the tax system includes reducing the punitively high margin-
al income tax rates, increasing the taxation of farmers and other self-employ-
ed, and instituting a value added tax at uniform rates in the place of the
production taxes that show considerable variations in rates. These changes
will improve the efficiency and the bouyancy of the tax system. Further
changes would be necessary in order to encourage the expansion of agricultural
production and to ensure that increases in tax revenues match the rise in
government expenditures.

17. Increases in SEE prices would further reduce the budget deficit. While
increases in these prices have a short-term inflationary effect, the budget
deficit financed from money creation has a larger impact on inflation through
the operation of the money multiplier while borrowing in financial markets
syphons off funds from private investment. The availability of funds for
private investment is also affected by decisions on SEE investments that are
discussed in the back-to-office report of Messrs. Sadove and Roy, dated Jan-
uary 9, 1981.

18. Questions of SEE pricing and investments lead to the issue of SEE re-
form. The reform proposals under review by the Council of Ministers envisage
increasing the independence of the SEEs through the choice of their management
by a Board of Directors, in which independent directors, drawn from the ranks
of experts, professors, etc., would be in a majority. While these changes
would represent a considerable improvement over the -present situation, the
proposed structure would be rather heavy; SEE firms in the manufacturing
sector would be supervised by the Boards of eleven trusts, organized along
industrial lines, which would in turn be supervised by a super-Board, estab-
lished for all manufacturing industries in a newly-constituted ministry, that
would appoint managers on the recommendations of the Board of Directors of the
particular trust. Apart from simplifying the proposed organizational set-up)
it would be desirable to ensure that firms within a trust will compete with
each other and that firm managers have the freedom to set prices and to vary
the size of their labor force, which would not be the case under the
proposal. Finally, one may raise the possibility that some inefficient SEEs
be closed down or sold to private interests.

BBalassa:nc



The World Bank / 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. a Telephone: (202) 477-1234 Cables: INTBAFRAD

April 3, 1981

Professor Reghinos D. Theocharis
Center of Planning and Economic Research
22, Hippokratous Street
Athens 144
Greece

Dear Professor Theocharis:

Thank you for your letter of March 3rd. I was waiting for a
response from the administration before replying. I am sorry to say that
the reply was negative. I understand that this would make it difficult

for you to provide an additional fee to Mr. Panourgias.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Bela Balassa

cc: Mr. Voloudakis
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